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U.S. Energy POlicy Which Direction1

A Study of Executive Decision-Making

One of the President's main roles is chief policy:
maker of the country. Inthis role, he proposes to
the Congress laws which, in hi$ judgment, will be
good for'the nation. He has to take-a position on
questions 9f 'public concern that are confusing or
dividing the-people. He must have both the judg-
ment to recognize what Can bedone and the politica.
skill, to achieve if. If he'runs for reelection, it
must he on the basis of his record. He must try to
persuade the Congress and the people to support his,
views and to have his progfam eiacted. Without this
support he cannot govern.
)

Presidential is not simple "and clear-cut when
a decision has to be made,on an issue that is broad
in scdpe and extremely complex:. Such'a measure con7
fronted President Carter when he accept the re--
sponsibility for drawing up the nation's first comp-
rehensive energy plan..

For several,years, people have gradually become
aware of a growing energy problem. Residents of
both large and small cities.have experiencid black-
outs similar to the most recent, July 1977, in New
York City, as well as electrical brownouts that
cause lights to go dim and the. television picture to
become smaller. ,Then, in winter of 1973, came the
Arab oil embargo and long lines at the gasoline
pump .became a familiar sight. Since that time, oil
imports have risen steadily, making the country
more and-more dependent on foreign oil to keep the

4/t. industrial and transportation systems humming. The
. energy crisis has been felt most noticeably in the

pocketbook as the price of energy in almost'every
form.has risen sharply.

By 1976, many gtate governments had pass4Orgasoline
conservation laws, and 'a national speed limit on
federal highways had been°established. However,
changes in high energy use life-styles.had not oc-
curred. What to do about ,tHis? Citizens in some 7,

1



states were examining this problem and starting
7
to 1

act. tut not enough were What was needed was a
national policy that would organize theiPeople in
'making decisions about how they would live with
their fellow citizens in an experksive energy era.

.
This unit offers a specific example of what 'a Pres-'
ident',cap do 'in making policy, and what was done.

5
Since a case study is a vital part of a social
studies course, we introduce tri theougt the basic
elements of a decision-making case: e facts or
evidence, the positions pio and con, the controver-

.,
sy, the political. action, and the follow-up.'

We see "U.S,. Energy Policy: Which Direction?". as
a study of Presidential decisiob-making that can be
offered to students as a substitute for the cast
study of the Cuban,MTssile'Crisis, the one so often,
used in current texts While not as speCtacular as
the Missile Crisis,kthe Energy Policy unit serves
to illustrate how circumstances, present and,azo-
posed legislation, political action, and.Et Coh-
stitution itself, become links in the development'
of a national policy.. Like the Missile Crisis, it
will stand as a decision that reacheil directly or
indirectly into the lives of all Americans and into
the lives of most of the other people of the world.

The lessons in this .unit afe as filows: .

2

Student Target
Activity Title Classes

1 The Nightmare Life Without Fuel Social
Stu-dies
and

Science
,

A motivational,reading presenting what life in 1997
could be if action.is not taken now. How much does.
the U.S. depend on energy today?

2 How Can the United States Re- Social
duce Its Dependence on Foreign Studies
Oil? and

Science

Graphs and tables-are presented which show the
exigence of an energy problem for the United States
basically that the'U.S! is becoming-more dependent
upon increasingly expensive foreign.oil. A possi-
ble solution is recommended: ,shift to coal.

7



Student'
Activity Title

Target
.Classes

.3 The Prk4dent's Powers: Where ''Social
They Come From apd How They Are. Studies
.Used

Students look at the powers o.f the Presldent, both
in how they are exercised and'how they are limited.
The lesson focuseg on the real basis for Presiden-
tial power, the use of persuasion, i manii)caraples.

cl

AI 4

Advantages acrd Disadvantages Social '.
of Coal Studies.

/6111P
, and?
Science

,

Students are givena fact sheet comparing the posi-
tive\and negative effects of increasing coal produc-
tion in order, to solve our energy problem. Discus-
sion is encouraged and no conclusions,are expected; .
instead the lesson is designed to-show how every
decision has at least two sides.

Toward the Future: The Advan- Social
tages of Hay.ing a National E13- Studies
ergy Plan

Students examine the concepts of forecasting and
planning by looking,at their own future plans as
well as the energy plans of the government. The
activity gives students an understanding of the
importance of planning and, how planning and.
forecasting interact.

6 , An Energy Policy is Born . Social ,

Studies /
4

A directed' reading on the'evolutitl ofthe specifics
of the Carter energy plan. 'The reading traces the
steps taken by the Administration to 'develop and to
begin to explain the policy to the Arne/loan people:

111.

, 7 Appendix: Summary of President Social
Carter's Energy Policy ' Studies

A' brief summary of the President'spolicy is in-
cluded for the teacher's reference.

3
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Overview-
.

ObjeCtives
- ,

Time Allotment

Teaching
Strategies

Teachers', Guide

1 .Tbe'ilighmare Life - Without Fuel

4

-This`inioohictory lesson presents students with a
view of the'future when there are hot enoughsener-
gy resources left to. provide Americans with the
kind of life they have become accustomed ta.

We suggest that when you present the reading,-re
mind the "students that they-are to ,read it as if
.the events were to become reality.. Then ask your
students to write' a summary of the changes life
without'aergy would bring. '

COnclude the lesson by asking, "Hovi could-planning
prevent- some or all of- these things from -.happen-
ing?" :Discuss the implcatibns of,decreasing
mestic supplies of oil and increasing dependence on
'imported oil. Use the points raised.as a spring-
boardfor a discuspion of the, reasons why an energy.
policy (or the lack of one) can affect the way of
life of all Americans.

Students should be able to: ,

'1. Compare and contrast present and future
energy sources basing their statementslon
the reading.

2. Explain how decreasing energy supplies
affect all social and economic levels of
American life in the nightmare future.

3. Explain how an energy policy can affect
all Americans.

One class period

Since this lesson is designed primarily to interest
students in the subject of energy and the necessity'
for having an energy plan for the future, we sug-
gest you present the reading with a'minimum of in-
troduction. (You may wish to mention that the ar-
ticte'presents only one view of the future,.and
that points of disagreement should be brought up
during the discussion part of the lesson.) -

a
te,
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Have students read the-article by Isaac Asimovl
Then answer the questions. 'These can be answered
in writing or used as guide points during the ()pep-

. ing discussion period.
.. ..

Several optional activities might be worthwhi .to
try in your classes. Students might-illtistraI the
reading or write their own version'of an energy -
poor ex2sStence. di"--they might investigate groups
living in the United States that have developed low
energy-use styles of living. --16 r
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Tha Nightmare Life Without Fuel_

PeoRle 41 about an energy " crisis" all the time°, but
there are no long lines for oline, the cold winter is

-over, we have enou ricity to run our appliances,
and gasoline 'kites aren't going up that fast anymore; '

Sowhere's the crisis? Well, maybe it's like President.
Carter says, "Our energy crisis is ail. invisible crisis;
which grows steadily worse,--' el.Teg when it is not in the
news." 'So, how can we see an invisible crisis? Two
ways will be given: One is a vision of'the future which
can only be. called a nightmare. By looliing at this, we
can see what we hope will not come to pass. Then, we
will look at several graphs to-see if the present prOb-
lein could actually get that bad.. .

The article "Nightmare Life Without Fuel," was wrAten
by Isaac Asimov, wito is both-a science factand science
fictiOn writer. As you read the article, think about

It the following question: Is this the way- the future will
rean'Y'be like, or will it be different? After-Yinish-
ing the reading, answer the following questions.

-Paragraphs are numbered to simplify your search for the

answers.

1. In the first paragraph, the author says tha7-tkiS
view of the future "need not prove to be accurate."
'What does he say would cause the vision to-become real?

I (If inefficient use o5 energy, population growth, and
the inability to find an alternative source of energy,
continue, 'the author fbels that this future could be re-

, alistic.).

2. What is meant in.Paragraph 3 when the cities are de-
sc2ibed as being "the great mineral mines and; hardware'
shops of the nation?" (The phrase meansthat the'cities
are being recycled into usable materials, such as iron
and'steel, and Oinis,Vd hardware items are being ie-

. .
,used.)

3. The author describes the end of the autombbile in. '

Paragraph 4. It is mentioned that "rationing was. intro-
duced tp.'equalize sacrifice'," but that the cars just

vanished anyway. What do-yciu think -was rationed? How

do rations "equalize sacrifice?" (Gasoline was probably
rationed. Rations-"equalize sacrifice" by allowing peo-
ple to use only a specific amount of the substance,
Thus,' all will sacrifice.equally.)

\--01
4. Throughout tha article, the world of 1997 looks 14e
a nightmare. The author, however, sees some advantages
.in th'e lifeof 1997 over that in 1977. flame four advan-
tages that this-energy-poor life has to offer.

fr

7
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(Advantages which awe mentioned include: 'A. Air is,'
.cleaner. B. People have fewef colds. C. Crime rate
has dropped. D: Poplilation growth has slowed.
E. Military spending is lower, 'armies are gone.)

, s 04141N*

5. Why is life'worse'for the suburban dwe1ler in 1997
than fon those living in the city (see Paragraph 8)?
(Suburbs depended *Upon the auto, and with the car gone,
the suburbs suffer. Students may wish to.discuss the
idea that without the car, the subbibs would be very-

' different.)
.

6. In Paragraph 10,,the author says the U.S. is still'
purchasing."some trickle" of oil from other nations.
HOw is the U.S.-payi9.g for this energy? How does this
affect life for the AmeriCan people?' (Fowl used to
pay for the small amount of importd oil, thus6reducing
the ambunt:ofifdod for'domestic use.)

, .

7. What sources of energy does the author say the U.S.
rilight.be using in 19973 Which seems to be relied upon'
the most? How does this differ from the U.S. in'1977?
,(The sources of`, energy used in 1997 'include: A. Small
amounts of oil. B. Coal. C. Muscly power -
ralking, bicycling, etch D. Llectridity - gener-
ated by burning coal, probably. The Lost used seems
to be coal. St be should understa-nd that in -1977
the major source of energy in the U.S. is

8. What does the author mean by the last five lines,
"And what can we do to prevent all this now? Now? Al-
most nothing. If we had started, 29 years ago, that
might have been another matter.. If we had only started

9

50 years ago, it would have been easy." (The author is
saying thatif planning had taken place either 25 or 50
.years earlier, the problems of 1997 could have been' -
avoided.)



2 .How Can the,United States Reduce- Its
Dependence on Foreign Oil Sources?

OvervieW This lesson is a natural toll .up ohe to the pre-
vious The Nightmare Life Without 'Eitel, as seuderiti
might be 'expected to ask: How bad, is the energy 11.

Crisis? Could things really get this bad? hiough
.an examination of theinformation,iri a'
graphs and tables., your students shou "eb

infei that .'a large Bart ?of the crisis ed by
increasing demand for oil, and the cost ins of:

eign oil', on which the U.S. i§ beboming,
dependent. Nom this dependedce arises afwhole set
of political implications. 'In seeking alternatives
jtd,our heavy dependence on one main fuel; your ku--.

dents'may inquire about coal. The pressure of pub--
lic inion stimulated by the President, may reopen
the issue of.whether boal.oan give us some 'lead"

4 time by helping to conserve existing domestic oil
supplies, and lessening the nation's dependence on
foreign oil. Coal, of -ourse brinqS with it a
host of environmental proble that.would demand
solving. As one expert- put_ it: The good. thing
about coal is that:theW.S lots of it;. the bad-
thing is we 'might have .to use it.

Learning the"facts about coal and oil supplies and
the nature of the energy crisis may lead to a dis-,
cussion of the necessitt for a national energy pol-
icy, which.is to be taken up in the next-lesson.

Objectives Students should be able to: ,,
.

1. Describe the. present U.S. supply and de-
mand*tdr energy from acquiring information
from graphs:

,,, 2. Infer from prepared material Igraphs and 4

- tables)thenature of the U.S energy! .0. .

crisis., .
. . .

3. Make tentative hYpotheseb about the part .
...,

- ,
coal should play in the formation of a na-

.
-... , tional energy' policy., 4.4 .-

.

1:3 .0
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Materials' Dittoed class sets' of stuailknt handouts for this
. lesson.

''time Allotment

Teaching
Strategies

Intluducing
k anADevlblopicg

lw the Les n

SNP

One-two-class periods

Have ,a student lead the class im-a-recall session
during which the main points about life-style
changes that would occur in an energy-poor age
are discussed, drawing from the list of changes
ilentioned-in the arrtcle, The Nightmare of Life
Without Fuel.. Then introduceqthe gist'ofr.the
lesson by, asking: "What is the energy efisis all
about?. Is it ea1 or,something.cfeated to
raise prices?, What have you read about the energy
,crisds.that seemed important?" You may want to
point out to the claps that one way to settle
something,in their own minds is to define the
problem, taking onan issue One step at a time ".
Distribute the sets of graphs and tables. Then,
help the students answer-the questions on each
handout.

Concluding Use the final page of the handouts as an informal
the-Lesson evaluation and as a springboard into the next*

lesson.
.

.-

References For more information on price per barrel, we
suggest that you use Platts Oilgram Price Service.
Call the American Petroleum Institute, 'Washington,
D.C. Inquiries about the latest figures on
imports can alsoibe addressed to the same source.
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1. Between which years did the largest increase
("tit:the price of oil take place? (1972=1974.)

2. As the price of pil increased, what has happene d

to ,khe percent of oil that the U.S. importj?
(As oil has become more expensive, the'V.S. has
increased its imports.)

3. In 1964, why would Americans not feel that there
was an "energy crisis?" (In that year oil was
cheap, and most produced domestically, not im-

ported.) .

4. Why would an American national security expert
be so concerned by the information contained
in these griphs? (As our dependence upon for-
eign oil increases, so does our vulnerability
to pressure from the oil producing .natiOns.
This is something, that the national security
experts are worrid about.)



'Handout 2

`nerigy Outlook

Coal.
ail
Gas
,Nuclaar.

Other,' r771
HYDRO

WIZIA

Gt;,-1

Proved Resprves Economically
Recoverable with Existing Technology

Illi111111

1976
C.Cnsurnption Pane*

(
Source: Federal Energy Administrati9n, 1977

Questions t,

I., What is the major energy source used to power the nation
today? What percentage of-our. proven reserves is this source?
(Major source of reserves.)

ti

2. What percentage of our energy do we get from coal today?
Goal is what percentage of:our reserves? (18% use of coal, 90%
of resees.)1

12
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1

Questions

'1. If a method is discovered that allows oil companies
to extract oil from areas where they cannot do so
today, hoW will this:affect the.lifetime calcula-
tions in-the table aboVe? (.1f a new method is

,,.found, it would extend''the lifetime estimates since.
it would increase the, "ultizately recoverable re-
source" estimate.)

4

N

2. Why is it important to use a conservative estimate
of a resource's -lifetime insteadof a more opti=
mistic estimate in making energy policy decisions?
(Conservative estimates are aqri.aye,dsed'in decision-
making since'we cannot count on new technologies,
'or new reserves. ,If. we did count on theme and they
didn't develoti,Lthen the policy would be meaningless.)

Another confusing phrase is "assumed doubling time."
This is another way of saying that .giVen the con-.
sumption of oil in the (7.S. ih 103, this is ;the
number of 'years it will take for that consumption
to double. As you cm see, if there is a- limited'
amount of a'resourcer it ds use cannot for-
ever without running out.)

Questions

1. If we consume the same amount of oilr own oil today
is we did in 1973, our own oil resources will last
80. years. If consumption keeps increasing in

1-Nifuture at the'same rate that it did in the
past, we will double our consumption of oil in 16

years. This means that, assuminethat.our oil 7--
consumption continues to increase, wehave only .

35_ years of petroleum left inthe United States.

2. The formula for obtaining the doubling time is:

Time doUble = 10 years divided by r(the growth
rate in percent per year.)

1/4 1

This means that if oil consumption grows at 4.47o
per year, the doubling time is:10/4.4.= 16. .What'
would happen to the doubling time if the rateof
consumption decreased to 2%. (Doubling time =

'35 years.)' ;Would the.lifetimq of resource inj .

crease ,crease if the rate at.which it is con-
. sumed (Lifetime estimate would increaseaces? 4

c.

3. Based on the information contairiedin the table,
what energy/ resource will last us the most number
of years? (Coal.)

13
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'For each of the following statements, mark "T" if it
is true based on the information provided in the
graphs and tables, "F" if false,rand "OT" if you can
not tell based on the information provided. Explain
your answets.

F 1. The increased cost of.petrol,pum since 1973
has caused the United-States to import less
and Less petroleum since' then.
Reason: As cost of '0;1.1 has increased from
$3 td $13, the amolint imported has risen from
6 perceibt to 40-percent.

F 2 With 693years of.coal, we -have no real energy
crisis. Let people hundreds-of years from-Ipw
worry about the so-called ':energy crisis." '

'ReasQn:. We have '693' years' of coal only if
consumptipn is constant. If consym tion in-
creases, much less is availabl?".'--W cannots
use coal for tall our energy- needs.' "

QT 3 The reason we don't use more coal.than we do
is because the burning of coal produces air
pollution.
Reason:NO information otair pollution ls
giiren on these graphs.

I' 4. The world reserves of oil will out last the
supplies in the United States by a decade.'
Reason/ Both'Will,last approximately 35 years.

T 5. The world has doubled its consumption of oil
' in less than a decade.:,
. Reason: Yes, it doubled .in nine years.

SSAY

a well-written paragraph, summarize the energy
crisis. Include- statistic* that support your conclt:
sions and recommendations you feel the President

'- should act upon.

a Students should include the followirig,points:

Whfle'We depend upon oil' for almost half our
energy, it represents a small percentage of
our supply. Thus, we have become depindent
upon foredgn'oll.

2. While we have imported increasing amounts of
foreign oil, it has become more costly.

3. Coal represents almost 90 percent of our energy
resources, and t.hus could be subs,titdted for the
imported oil. 4

4
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3 The Presiddnt's Powers: Where They
Come From and How They Are Used

OverView ",In this lesson, students are 'introduced to the du-,
ties and responsibilities of the President of the
United States. While it is obvidus that.he is,
Chief of State, the idea that he has many other
roles may not be. One purpose of this lesson is to
showy that the President's power is derived from
both Constitutional and traditional sources with
his persuasive powers coming into play as a means
for political action.

Objectives- Students should be able to:
1. State, the six' roles of a President.
2. Distinguish betwedh the Constitutional and-

traditional rples 9.f.-100 President.
3. Identify which role of he President is

being exercised in a-specific example.
. Explain how the President's powecs_are

based upon his ability to7use persuaSon.
5.' Identify the force; which limit the Presi-

dent's powers of persuasion.

Target
Audience

Materials

Time Allotment.

eaching
StItategies

Introducing
the Lessofi

I

Civics, American governMent; and U.S. history
courses 4

Class sets of student handouts,
Copies of Constitution of the United States

(see reference secionin high school texts)

Two-three class periods

Ask stud is to list some of the responsibilities 4
of the President of the United States. Have a stu-
dent volunteer record the iddas, then read back the
list while the rest of the class attempts to clas-

sify them under appropriate headings: Cri-ef of

State, Diplomatic Duties, Commander in Chief, Chief
Executive, Chief La waxer or Legislator, Had of
His Political Party etc.

6
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,

Developing
the Lesson

art 1
0-

DiScuss" how Pfiesidenttarter accepts these various
roles. Tellstudents,theY are goi1hg to read about
the formation' of a national energy plan under the , .

encouragement-of President Carter after they examine
the Constitutional,. the traditional, and the per =-
suasive powers of the Presidency. Have students:
complete the chart and answer the questions at the
end of the - '

Part 2
A

How does the Vesident Put His Program into Action?
A

Tell the students that theyhav,6 now studied a $

President's various responsibilities, but how floes
he get things done? Do people always do what the
President wants just because tie President wants
it? Do you arways- do what others want you to do?
Does anyone? How far could a President get' if-he,
always ordered people around? Constitutionally,
because of.the separation of'powers provisions, the
President does not havt the power'to order Congress
around. So hoW can he'deve1op and implement a program'?

C6ncluding. , You might mentionthat some Political scientist's
the Lesson suggest.that,the constitutional powers of the Pres-

ident;are limited. Congressional authority to'ap-
propriate all money, pass on all-major presidential
.appointments, and actually write the legislation
the President,suggests far exceeds the President's
powers. What makes the presidency powerful( they
conclude, is the'ability of the man to persUade *

people to do things his way, to compromise'with op-
ponents when necessary;-and to keep confrontation
to a minimum. 'This is the basis of hisoeal power,
they claim. The charts'on the next.pages list some
of the persuasive power of a President and some of

9 the persuasive powers whiEh can be used on the
President. Read the -charts carefully,t aira then

dik

answer the questions.'
A
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QUESTIONS

1. For each of the-Presidential roles, described
above, mark a "C" for those parts which-stem froth the

Constitution and a "T" for .those parts which are

grounded in custom 'and tradition. If marking a "CV,

also indicate the Article, Section, and the Paragraph

of the'Constitution which suppdtts your answer. Each

role,may involVe the useof several constitutioilal
authorities and/or traditions. Be sure to list all

of them for each role.

Prdsidential.Role C gr T

Chief of State 1. T.

If "C", the Constitu-
tional Autority is...

Chief Diplomat 1. C-treaties
2. C-receives ambas-

sadors and gives
recognition

3. C4-appoints ambas-
sadors

Commander -in -Chief 1..C-head of armed
forces

2. C-coneirols

weapons
3. C-domestic use

of troops-
4. T-asks for declar-

ation of war

Chief E*ecutive 1. C-use of Executive
)3oard '

.2. C-responsibilities
of President

3. C-hiring and firing

Art. II, Sec, 2, Par. 2
Art. II, Sec. 3, 114i. 2

. II, Sec. 2, Par. 2

Art. II,'Sec. 2, Par. 1

Art., II,; Sec. 2, Par. 1

Art. II, Sec. 2, Par. 1

Art.. XI, Sec. 2, Par. 1

Art. II, Sec. 2, Par. 1

Art. II, Sec. 1, Par. ,1

2, Par. 2Art.

Chi'df Legiltor 1. C-recommend Art._ZI, Sec. 3

legislation
2C1address Congress Art.

3. C-veto power Art.

4. T-President has le-
gislative Initiative

II, Sec. I
I, Sec. 7, Par. 3

0/Head of His Party 1. T-head of thajparty
2. I-appointment of party

faithful to jobs
3. T-campaigns for

supporters
4:'T- advances philosophy

of his party

Note: Students will need a copy of the Constitution,
available in any standard civics, textbook.

17
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Teachers' Manual
Part 1 (Continued)

2. For eaCA of the Presidential roles, list the
Constitutional chqcks and balances, if dhy, which .

restrain.the President. Do the Presidential powers
which stem from custom Kaye any checks on them? \

Check on Presidential PoWer

.

Presidential Role C or T

Chief of S, tate 1. T

Chief Diplomat C
2. O
3. C

Commander-in-Chipf 1. C

{

2. C

3. C
4. T

Chief Executive 1*. C
C
C

40
Chief Leifslator 1.

2.

C
C

C

* 4. T

Head of His Party 1. T
T

k, 3: T
T

S

No check

.

No check
Two-thirds appa.al by Senate

c -.

Approval By Senate

No check

Only Congress can declare war,
and appropriate money
Congress may appropriate money
Congress may reject-

`No check
No check
Senate approval for top
officials and military officers

4

Congress may reject, or modify
No check
Congress may override with 11

tNP-thirds vote
Congrefs may reject or modif

No check

Congress may reject .4pointees
No check
No check

(1.

i
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Part 1 (Continued)

.

3. Below are a series of Presidential ac-ions relating-,
.

. to the energy,crisis: Folleeach indicate the Presidential
role or roles he is performing, ,by using the following
abbreviations:,

S - Chief of state E- - Chief, Executive

- Chief Diplomat L - Chidf-Legislaor

C - Commander-in-Chief' P - Head of Party-

:

a. The President and the Secretary of -state'ree

k

with the Saudi ArbaSsador concerning future.OPEC

prices, and the'Ambassador's interest in buying
. -1- $

he United States.* The Tresidentmore a
-2-

invites the press i for coverage of the beeting
-3-

and has breakfast wit Congressional leaders the
-4-

following morning to brief them on the meeting.

4

. D 2. D/C 3. 7),
z) 4.

e 4

b. The President has sent to Congress legislation
- -1-

regarding surface mining in the ocky Mountain states.

J
Several members of his4own party -frorn that area

,-,

haven't yet-decided to support it. He telephones
.

-2_

them and ask for their support and expresses interest

iii,

in their, up- oming election and pet legislation which
-3-

has yet to ake it out of the subcommittee.
- . -4-

2. p/L 3-: 4.

2' 19
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Teachers' Manual'
"art 1 IContinued)

.

.c. The Preset vetoes Congressional legislation
-1-r

- on air pollution standards inviting. the press in to

'explain why he thinks the legislation favors only

- one group at the expense of all the -other
-2- ,

His press 'secretary announces later the the President -

will
,
speak at the national, convention of environ-

mentalists :in Defier.

1. L 2._ 3. L/E

d. The PreSiden schedules'a 15-minute photo session

and speech with children whd won a national poster

or contest on saving energy around the house.
-1-

1.

e. The President meets with -his advisor on energy,

the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and

- the Secretaries of State and Defense about recent

newspaper reports concerning a future Middle East

oil - embargo.
-1-

1. D/C/E -

f. The President meets with the Secretaries of Com-
.

coerce and Labo'r and officials of the Federal.Energy
-

Administration concerning charges from leaders of
, -1-

minority groups who claim, that the Government is
9A

20 dragging its feee providihg energy related job
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Part 1 (Continued)
ers

training to the unemployed. He orders-them to meet

wit representatives of industry and labor to see

what can be done and,then report back to him in

60 days.
-2-

l. § 2;

e te

et,

- 21
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INTEREST-GROUPS

1. Confdr withleaders and express
interest in their proposals,

-adking them for help
2. -Compromise with opponents '

3. Support friends, and/or
- nominate them for- position

in'Executive Branch

PERSUASIVE POWERS OF THE PRESIDENCY

1. Speeches to the Nation and
trips to meet people

2. kamily goes out on triTA'
to gather support

'3. Town Meetings
4. Top officials meet with

local 1ga:ifs

FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

1., Agreements on arms sales,'food
and technical assistance

2. Lowerineor raising import tariffs
.3. Threat of military attiot

A

PRE8115EN.'

1

"BUREAUCRACY

1.

1p Give orders

THE PRESS

2.

3.

4.

2. ,Increaie budget of tboia
who enthusiastically.support
his program

3. Transfer people from power
positions who offend him

4. Support administrators against
attacks from outsiders if they
help him

5. Broaden abthorityof bureaucrats
whn annnnrt him.

Hold or not hold press conferences
Discussion of his legislation
141anation of. what is wrong with
the' opposition's program

Send out top officials to meet
with the press

CONGRESS

1: 'State of the Union address
and other messages

2. Consultation with
Congressional leadets

. Compromis4 with strong
opposition

4. Help re-elect friendly
legislators, work againdt
those who oppose his /r$gram.

97
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QUESTIONS THAT ACCOMPANY PART 2

1. Rerea d each of the presidential actions desctibed
0 'in the first'sectioirof this lesson. For each,

indicate the purposrfor the persuasion the President
found necessary to use.

PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS PERSUASIVE POWERS

Situation A I. Communications-of U.S.
concern over the higlier prices.
2. Trading the limits on
prices for the right for the
country to buy arms.
3. Convincing the people that
the- foreign policy is correct.
4. Convincing legislative
leaders to gain their suppott.

Sittiation B None used spe'Clfically,
t_is going to' try to ,

_convince Congrese.
2., Persuasion by-personal
appeal and loyalty to .the
party.
3. Ability to offer money
ff'om'party and personal appear-
ances to get support.
4. Offer support in exchange.

Situation C 1. Constitutional authority
to veto.
2. Talking to people to gain
support. e--

3. Talking" to special interest
groups.

2. Below are a series of situations, .for each decide .

hbw it might affect the President's power to enact an
energy program.

What if....

,o a. The President is of one political party and
the Congress is controlled. by the other. -(Stalemate
may develop as each group tried to make pol,itical

points.)

b. The President's popularity ii-on the rise with-
55$ of the American, people thinking hwis doing a godd
job. (Increases his persuasive powers with CongieSs
and the press, along with other groups.)

411.

He tells Congress,what energy legislation,it_
will pass. (Congress dislikes being told what to do
and might fejeCt the legislation.)

23
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d. He regularly seeks the advice of_environ-
mentalists, but refuses to meet with representatives
okindustry'. i(Industry ldbbfing pressures win grow
and legislation will then be in trouble with Congress.)

e. He has a bad t:v. image and seems to fumble
questions at press 'conferences. (This could reduce
his popularity and persuasilie ability with 'almost all
groups.)

f. Important civil--servants in-the bureaucracy
fear the President's energy:program may cost them
their jobs. ( Bureaucracy, will lobbybehind the
President's back and perillpelhurt the chances of
passage.)

g. The Presitient ang rs the Chairman of a power-
ful Senate Committee hand ng the energy legislation.
(Legislation will be bottl necked in Congress without
a_powerful leader in the 5 nate.)-
,.

--h.. A foreign governme t increases the price of'
petroleum after agreeing to (President may be
unable to inf.pience all forces,.and would, therefore,
have to change his own plans.) :

2

DO you feel that persuasive politics by the President
is necessary?, Explain by listing many reasons, why*
the PresIdent.may have to use persuasion. List some

)negative etspetts of persuasion.

ing:
Students might mention all.or some of the follow-

1.

. 2.

"Good Aspects
3.

4.

1.

Poor Aspects 2.

3.

24

Actions that are needed are'more easily ac-
complished.,A
Prevents any one group from being )too power-
`ful, thus setting up compromises. or,

Prevents extrente movements from developing°
since all groups are able to get something.
Prevents people from being alienated and
thus becoming angry, and frustrated.

Prkgrim worthy of enactment may not be able
to receive enough diverse support to become

4

a law.
Policy makers must also be able to persuade.
Thus, those only good at making policy are. 4
failures at this system.
Thoseawho merely look good, but have no sub-
stance, can succeed.
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4 Advantages and - Disadvantages of Coal

OvervieW . The title of this lesson captures the essence of

the lessdn materials. In this lesson, students
will learn about the oblems as well as promise of
our most abundant eney'source. Primarilir an in-
ductive lesson, it helps students draw conclusions
and base them on supportive evidence.

Objectives Students should be able. to:
1. Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages

of increasing coal production.
.2. Make a policy recommendation, either to

increase or not increase coal p oductj.on.
3. Find supportive evidence to bac up one`

.advantage or disadvantage of 'in reasing
Mienation's coal production., (Optional)

Class set of the student readingMaterials
4

Time Allotment One class period-
Three class periods if optional resegrah activity

is taken

Teaching Open the lesson by leading a recall session on what ,

Strategies has previously been mentioned about coal. Ask. the

students if they would recommend people and indus-
tries use more -coal and' stop using.oil. 'Apk
did you decide?" Pcint'out that they may wish to
change their minds if they see, new evidence. Dis-
tribute the student readings -- Handout latHave,stu

dents present their recommendation for oiNelainst '

the use of coal in a Short paragraph. Present the

outline.
.

Developing Next, present the outline of President Carter's de-

the Lesson cision on coal use. Suggest'to your sty:lents that
they compare his decision with their recommenda-
tions. this part of the lesion can be conducted in

an informal class discussion.

30
Rr
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Plan 2

A 'useful parallel activity to use with-classes
that choose to study the coal issue in more depth
would be to assign the summiry of the advantages
and disadvantages of coal as, detailed above, but
then assign students'to i nvestigate additional ar-
guments for the use or nonuse of coal that have
At been listed on the chart. After one or two
class periods in,the library, the students could
pretent their findings to the whole class. Encour-.
age note-taking.

A

4

3
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5 Toward the Future: The Advantages
of Having a National Energy Plan

Overview Previous lessons have increased students' awareness
of the scope of the energy crisis and introduced
them to the bleakness of a world without energy.
This lesson gives student's an opportuhity to see
how forecasting and planning interact' and how the
development of an energy plan becomes necessary if

forecasted events are to be averted. The lesson
focuses on the interaction of freedom, science, and
government -- each of which must be considered in
the formation of an energyplan that will also sup-
port our domestic way of life.

Objectives Students should be able to: Jh
4 1. Differentiate between the-terms: fore-

casting and planning; and among near-term,
mid-term, and long-term futures.

2. .Develpp for their own futures a forecast
of events'and a plan for reaching the
'forecasted future.

, 3. Evaluate student plans using a set of
criteria.

4. Explain.in their own words how the present
'energy plan stimulated by, the President of
the United States has developed provisions
for near-term, mid-term, and long-term .

contingencies. Explain how these term
plans interact:

If 'The Nightmare Life Without Fuel was used previ-
ously, ask: "Was the author's view of the future a
forecast or a plan? Something else or a little of

; both?" -.(Students may pdint-out that Asimov was not
-forecasting what he thought the future would be
li4e, only what it could be like, if everything
went wrong.)

Direct the students'. attention to the drawing on
the cover of their student materials for this les-

son. You may wish to use this drawing in trans-
parency form on the overhead projector, to focus
the class' attention as tyou proceed with the sug-
gested line of questioni below:

if

29



"How is this drawing 'related to forecas ting?" Stu-

dents may mention that the future can be shown as
the point where the lines converge, but if the -

point escapes them, ask: "If we cbnsidet the fore-

ground of thg drawing as the present, and the

points where the line's meet (converge) as the fu-

ture, why are the sizes of the blocks different?
Why do they get smaller as we look toward the f1.1.-

turer (Point out that forecasters often divide

the future into three time periods.) Ask:' "Where
would you point to if you were talking about the t

far -term? -Which could be called the mid-term-and
which the near- term?" The analogy should help stu-
dents to see the long-term future is hardest to
view, that it would be closest to the-points of con-

\ vergence. The near-term is closest to them. Mid-

term is in-between.

Mi-terials Dittoed class sets of Student Handouts 1, 2 (op-
Lieonal), and copies of the Natioqal Energy Re-

arch Development and Demonstration Plan.

These can/be obtained from the Government Print-

ing Office, Nor Capitol Street between G &H
Streets, N.W., ashington, D.C., or by writing /

to the new Depa tm9nt of Energy, Washington, D.C.
Also copiet can -be obtained from the Energy Pol- ,

icy and Planning Office, Washington, D.C.,
't

Transparency copy of the Energy Future in uded in
this packet in a line drawing on page 72. A

Time Allotment Two class periods

Teaching Before the student handouts are distributed,-you

Strategies should introduce the class to the important terms.
Have your students develop working definitions.

forecasting
planning
near-term
mid-term
long-term

A good approach is to usethe -line of questioning that

follows: "How many of -you look at your horoscope in
the daily paper? Everyday? Now and them -Why do
some people go to fortune tellers? DO you know of
a job where predicting the future is done a little
more scientifically than is done by palm readers,'
for example?" (Students should-mention weather
forecasters, political pollsters, futureologists,

J
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etc.) "What is the putTose of each of these? Do
you see any difference between forecasting and
planning ahead?"

After_ discussing the difference among the near-,
mid-, and long-term futures, the students may want
a precise definition of these terms. Although the
definitions will vary according to who is doing
the forecasting, energ' planners at ERDA (the Ener-
gy Research and Development Administration) define
the terms as: 'near,-term - present to 1985; mid-

_ term --1985-2000; longtterm- 2000.- ?: To help
students use these concepts, as well as giving
them a chance to plan their own future, assign the
Handout-2 ankcomplete-the chart for homework or
begin the planning chart in class. Directions are
on the worksheet. Stress that students should be
realistic and specific'in their forecasts.

After students haveoffinished the chart; volunteers
may like to tell the whole class what they have
forecasted. Allow enough class time to listen to
several examples of forecasts. The class should
then evaluate these, raising the following crite-
ria.

a. Is the forecast realistic? Does the forecast
provide the three time periods?

2. Are the plans adequate? Does the student set a
high goal, but,then not have the plans ta reach: the
goal?

3. Are the plans and forecasts of one time period
built upon the plans for the preceding ones? In
other words, does the planning process proceed in
stages, or does it jump from a low goal to a high
one without any steps in-between?

Now have the class survey' the information on and-
out 1. This presents a summery of the "National
Plan for Energy Research, Development, and Demon-
stration" of the Energ? Research and Development
Administration. This plan is a look toward the fu-
ture, showing what steps the government feels
should be taken to avoid the "nightmare" future
that was described earlier. This could be shown on
an overhead projector,;or duplicated and given to
'each student. Have students answer the questions
about the. Plans for the future. Use their answers
as an evaluative device. The qiestions and answers
follow. Note: Use at_end of lesson. Student
questions can be found on page 71 of student
guide.

3S
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QUESTIONS

Identify the types of plans that are presented. How
do they differ in thenear-, mid-, and long-term
futures? Follow through this relevance and validity
by asking:

1. What are the government's energy plans for the
.near-term? (Conservation, increased efficiency,
expansion of already existing technology.)

2. How does the Mid-term plan differ frog the
near-term? (Mid-term concentrates on the development
of new, but not radically new technOlogy. The mid-
term uses fuels that are underused today, brit not
totally new fuels.)

3. What is planned for the long-term? HoW do these
plans differ from the near-term? (Long range plans
include the development of technologies that will use
almost inexhaustible fuels, fusion, solar,"and breeder
reactors. These are unavailable today. Thus, the
long-term is a major break with the near-term, and a
mild evolution from the mid-term.)

4: Why doesn't the government put'all its effort into.
the development of a fuel source like fusion, which
would produce all the power we could use for thousands
of years? (1. The technological development of fusion
is many years ahead, and 2. it may not even work,. Thus
if all efforts were concentrated toward the development
of fusion, without also contingent development of
alternatives, it would be disastrout.)

`5. When we looked at,your plans for the future, we
discussed the idea that the long-term plans must byild
.upon the near- and mid-term ones. Does the federal
energy plan. do this? (Yes. In the near-term,
conservation eliminates the crisis part of the problem
by reducing the demand for extra energy until the mid-
term sources can be developed. The mid-term sources
are possible, given a few gears of development, and
will be ready to pick up the demand. Then in the
long-term, the radically new technologies will be
needed, but there will be time for their development.)

References: Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration; "A National Plan for Energy Research,
Development, and Demonstration" (ERDA 77-1). Single
copies are available free from ERDA's Technical
Information Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37830. Copies may also be purcbased from .the Govern-
ment Printing Office for $2.00.

011
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Overview

.-Objectives

Target
Audience

Materials

Time Allotment

Teaching
Strategies

m

/ 6 An Eneigy Policy 'Is Born

The lesson traces the evolution of Pres,i.dent
Carter's energy policy during the first months of

1977. Through a directed reading assignment, stu-
dents will see how the system of Presidential ad-

visors operates, and how a specific decision goes
through a series of steps toward its conclusion.
'Questions ask the student to go beyond the reading
to analyze the power of Presidential advisors,
identify the areas of conflict within a bureaucra-
cy, and see how a policy, once decided -updp, is
presented to the public and to CongreSs.

Students should be able to:
1. Identify the steps in Presidential deci-

sion-making.
2. Analyze the importance of Presidential ad-

visors in the process of decision - makings
3. Identify the areas oLconflict which can

arise during a decision-making process.
4. Analyze the role played-by the public in

Presidential decision-making.
5. Predict the methods that may be used to

convince the public and Codgress of the
Presidential action.

U.S. history,.government, or civics:classes

Class set of-the reading: "The Bitth or a Policy"

Two-three cl'ass periods

Since the lesson deals with how the President makes
a decision about policy-, a good approach might be
to hold a brief discussion on how declsions are
made. If this has not beenidealt with in class be-
fore, a decision-making model is a logical starting

point. There are many ways of defining the steps
of decision-making, and the teacher may, wish to use
another listing, but one such smears below:

33
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I
Steps in Decision-Making

.1. Identify and clarify the problem to be-solved..
2. Identify'the goals of the decision-maker.
3. Propose alternatives, two or more ways of solV-

ing the problem.
4. Examine the probable outcomes foreach of the

...alternatives,-bothpositive and .negative.
5. 'Evaluate the alternatives, using the goals
identified above.
6. Select an alternative to,be implemented.:

You may wish to give this list to your students.
Another approach has the class suggest'the'.
'process steps by 'examining a decision-they.Amight:
make. For example: What to do about a.test that
must be taken the next day.- The goals would be ei-
ther to pass or achieve .a certain,grade on the

test, and the alternative solutions would'be to
study for a specificiaMount of time or not to study

at all. The consequences of the alternatives can
be foreseen. With the goal in mind, a specific al-

ternative could be selected.

_Once the-general concept of decision-making has
been dealt witht the students are prepared for the
case study showing how the President makes a-deci-
sion. Instead'of-examining. in detail the various
alternatives, etc., the_re'ading concentrates on the

process of Presidential-dedision-makkng. You Might
want to ask the class, "How do you think'the Presi-
dent's waxof making decisions differs from yours?

Who helps roll make a decision? Why do you think a
President might need advisors?"

The reading can be approached in several ways.
One would be to break the itsignment.into three
parts, having the students stop and answer the

questions afteeeach portion. This_ allows foi a

discussion on each of the questions, clearing up

any misconceptions before the student continues.
Another'approach would haVe.the student read the
entire assignment and 'answer the' _questions , "with a

general discussion of the questions carrying over

into the.eext-class meeting.
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Extending .Suggested activity:
the Learning

Ask students to make a brief list of groups in their
school, or their city or state government that are
charged with making decisions. (A school board
would be one example.) Askstudents to indicate on
their list the number of ,persons in each group and
to indicate briefly how they are chosen. Ask:

"What it only one.person were responsible for'deci-
sions made by these groups? What, ould be the ad-

vantages? What would happen if the numbers of per-
sons in these groups were doubled? What if the
.number was cut in half?"

References Executive Office of the President/Energy'Policy and
Planning,' The.National Energy Plan: Summary of
Public Participation, G.P.O., Washington, D.C:, 1977.

Fraenkel, Jack R., et. al., Decision-Making in
Americ#n Government, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston,
1977.

Kurfman, Dana G., editor, Developing ecision-Making
Skills, National Council for the Social Studies,
(47th Yearbook)

I
Washington, D.C., 1977.

"What Price Energy," Newsweek, Vol. 89, No 18,

May 2, 1977, pages 12-16.

"The Energy War," Time, Vol. 109, No. 18, May 2,
1977, pages 10-14.

"Super train's Superproblem," Time, Vol. 109, No. 14,
April 4, 1977, pages 56-67.

Photos from gr:swc.ek, May 2, 1977,pages 1 and 6,
and Time, April 4,-1977, page 4. .
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Student Questiond
1

a

=1. While it is obvious that _a Preiident cannot allows
'eke 'major policy decisions by hfhiself! could it drib be

d!".true that a President's staff of advisors might get too

large? That would be the result? (When too many people
are involved, problems such as overspecialization, com-
huniCetion gaps, over-coriMprn with short-term solutions

f arise. Too many advisots, like too many cooks, tend to

.less efficient.)

Wir . 'Members of the Cabinet, such as,the Secretary of
State, and those in the Hxecutive Office of the Presi-
dent, such as James Schlesinger, advise the President on

important matters. Members .of the Cabinet,' however, ._-
a

must be formally scanfirmetUby the Senate, while'Presi-
dential advisors on the White House staff_do not go

through this Rrocess. Why is there ,a difference?. Do
you think that the practice should be changed? -Why or
why not? Where doesthe President get the authority to

appoint memb4s of the Cabinet? Why can you consider
the Senate's power-to "advise and consent" to P?tosiden-
Aal appointments a form of the checks and balances?
'"(The Preside t's advisors are not required to be',con- *-

firmed by th- Senate because it is not formally required
in the Con4t tution. Congress has generally permitted
thq presiden to pick his closest adyisorsIpersonally.

40 Some say that thie givesenbrmous power to a few
people who th n are Mkt" responsible tothe Ainericari peo-

ple through congress. :)te therWhite goose Staff becomes
ma powerfu , as it hartk over.( the last decades, and es-

pec a ly aft r'the Water te'is/Sue, this criticism has

gro n. The othOside o the 'issue is simply the t -idea

t t the P es dent shoyld be able to-choose 'the people

ith whom orks, withoutoutside 4nterfe'reoce.)

Put yours If in the position of James Schlesinger.
The following eople have applied to be.6n,the staff of

the Energy Pole y--and-Planning-Office. Who_ Would you

hire? Rank the person fou would hire firtt,.by putting

a 1 next to the background,dpscripkion. Put the num-

,ber 2 on the line for the individual you would hire
next, and so on. Then be prepared to explhin your firgt

and lait choices in class.

A. A college professor presently developing a new

method of collecting and storing solar energy.

'6..

\ ,
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B. A former gover nt employee recently trans- ,

.
ferred from his job for criticizing the need-
less,complications and waste in the agency for ,/
'which he worked. -,,

C. A former speech-Writer, tor President Ford, who.
is experienced in writing summaries of reports
for the President.

D. An employee of a "think tank," a research orga-
nization known for its progressive ideas, who
can supply a steady stream of bold, innovative
stiggestions.

E. A political party figure who' always agrees with
his boss's ideas.."

F. A businessIoman who is an expert at organizing
people to get a specific task dome.

(Student's choices will vary according to their
des. Most students may rank indivi s D, F, an B

highly since,tHey keem to be creati br wet Ited
for the task, while individuals B, A nd C may rank
lower since they seem to be less creative or less in-
)volved in decision-makipg jobs. .Evaluationiof the stu-_
dent's answers on this question should 'stress the(ratid-
nale behind the choices made, not, just the choices.0

4. t the following events in chronological order:

A. Staff suggests specific solutions.
B. Candidate Carter decides that energy is a problem

that needs a solution.
C. Pvesident Carter picks Schlesinger as energy

advisor.
D. 'Key tareas of energy problems are identified.

'

(Chronological draler:' B, C, D, and A.)

think_the,White House staff members
needed to hear the ideas of tIe people? -ad theistaf

.expect people to havaitheosime ideas? Can a Presi
govern without thesuppprt of the 'people?

; I

No.

e pub 'input into the decision-making prdcess was
ma y to show the American people thab their view were

.'be g solicited and listened to.. It impossible to
ju ge whether or not Shese'views had any real impact op
the actual policy chosen, but since the data was/col-
`lected so late in the process,-it is doubtful that the
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impact was great. The staff did not anticipate people
would all have the same ideas' On the other hand, the
people were included in the process, something that is
nat always done on the White House level, generally with

regret. The YreSident derives hispower from the sup-

port of the citizens of 'the United States.)

6. When you have to make a decision, do you often have
to choose between more than one action? G' an example.
Does the President of the United States ha more to con-
sider when he makes a decision? Give an example.

(Answers will vary. There are always at least t*o op-
tions available: to do.nothing and to do something.
Oftenstudents are not aware that doing nothing is still

an afternative. The President's decisions are-more
cojpplicated than those of other individuals because they

*Involve many moretpeople and inStitstions. They rare not

necessarily more difficult or paineyl than personal
decisions by 'anyone. Examples will vary.) ,

7. Why might officials in,the EnvironMental Protection
Agency-(EPA) want to be consulted when a.nationai energy

plan is drawn up? What other government departments or
federal agencies would want their views known before an

,energy policy is presented to Congress?

(The EPA official would wantto.see how the proposed plan
would affect the environment, and to make sure that the
goal of a clean environment was not pushed aside by'the
policy on energy. Other agencies that might wish to in-

fluence the policy would inc140de the Depdrtment of
Interior, Commerce, TreasurN,Siate and Defense (for the

effect on foireign affairs), Transportation (does the. plan

include ino4eased mass transit?), the Pedeial Power Coo+
mission, and the Federal Energy4Administration.)

"8. Explain why the Carter energy 'staff chose to,work in

secrecy.

(Answers will-vary. Time waa'ahort. Energy staff felt.

At. secrecy could sidestep earlyconfli;cts.)-

9. Put the fdllowing events in' chronological order:
;

A. President Carter makes his decisions about specific

details of the energy plan.

E. The people are asked td send in their opinions and
their solutions to the energy question.
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C. Congressional leaders are consulted.

D. Cabinet members and top advisori meet and change some

parts Hof the plan. .'

E. White Houie "1311mi-conferences" held.

(Chronologcal;order: B, E, A, D,-and C.)

10.* What did the President mean*by the statement that

people should respond to-the energy crisis withythe
"moral equivalent of war?' What other modern Presidents
have declared war on domestic problems?

(This idea of President Carter's is not new; President'
Johnson had his War na Poverty, for example. If the public,
accepts the President's call, they could mobilize their
efforts as. in a war.),

11: Whit Additional steps would you take, if you were an
administration energy staffer, to help "sell" the Carter

energy plan?

(Students may suggest: distribute fact sheets, opies

of the President's speeches; have administratio officials
present the plan on TV; use political parties t distribute
information' and organize support; talk to individual Con-

gressmen, and'many more.)
1

.

12.' Was it really necessary for the President to try to
get public support for his energy plan? What.if he had
chosen not to do this?*

(Yes. The President cannot govern effectively without the

support of the people.)

4

,

: 4 3
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L. 5

(
----The Nightmare of Life Without Fuel

t

Handout 1
Student Reader

1 Americans ire so used to limitless energy supplies
that they can hardly imagine what life might be
rile when the fuel really starts to run out. So
TIME askedScience Writer Isaac Asimov for his
version of:an energy-poor society that might exist
at the end of the 20th century. The follqw-ing
portrait, Asimov noted; "need not prove to be
accurate. It riS a picture of the worst, of waste
continuing, of oil running out, of nothing in its
place, of world population continuing do rise.
But then, that could happen, couldn't it?"

2 So it's 1997, and it's raining, and you'll have
to walk to work again. The subways are orawded
and any given train breaks down one morning out
of five. The,buses are gone, and on a day like
today the bicycles slosh and slide. Besides, you
have only a mile and a half to go, and you have
boots, raincoat and rain, hat. And its a very
cold rain, so why not?

Ducky you have a job in demolitifn too. It's
tgady work. Slow and dirty, bu steady. The

fading structures of a dIcaying city are the
gr atslineral mines and hardware shops of the
n ion. Break them down and re -use the parts.
Co 1 is too-difficult to dig up and transport
to give us energy in the amounts we need, nuclear
fi sion is judged tp be too dangerous,-the wih-
n al breakthrough toward nuclear fusion that we
h ped for never took place, and solar batteries
a e too expensive to maintain on the earth's
s rface in sufficient quantity.

4 Anyone older than ten can remember automobiles.
ey dwindled. At first the price of gasoline

c imbed.- way up. Finally only the well-to-do
d ove, and that was too clear an indication that
t ey were filthy rich, so any automobile that
red show itself on a city street was overturned
d burned. Rationing was introduced to "equalize
acrifice,"- but every three months'the ration was

reduced. The cars just vanished and became part
of the metal resource.

5
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There are many advantages, if you want to look for
them. Our 1997 newspapers continually point them
out. The air is cleaner and there seem to be fewer

s. Against most predictions, the crime rate
has dropped. With the police car too expensive
(and too easy' a target), policemen are back on their
beats. More important, the streets are full. kegs
are king in the cities of 1997, and people walk
everywhere far into the night: Even the parks are
full, and there is mutual protection in.crowds.

6 If the weather isn't to cold, people sit out, front.
If it is hot, the open air is to only air condition-
ing they get. And at least the street lights still

. burn. Indoors, electricity is scirs,e, and few people

4 can afford to keep lights burning after supper.-

.

7 As for the winter - well it is inconvenient to be
t44cold, with most of,what mace fuel is .allowed

hoarded for the dawn; but weaters are popular indoor
wear and showers are not an everyday luxury. Luke-

/ warm sponge baths will dog and if the air is vat al-
ways very fragrant inthe human vicinity, thelauto-
mobilerfumes are gone.

There is some consolation in the city thathat it i,s
worse ip....the. suburbs- The suburbs were `born with
the auto, lived with the auto, and are dying thr-

the auto. One way out for the suburbanites to
form associations that assign turns to the p od4re-
ment and distribution of food. Pushcarts creak from
house to house along the posh suburban roads, and
every bad snowstorm is a disaster. It isn't eesy to
hoard enough food to last till the roads are open.
There is not much in the way of refrigeration except
for the snowbanks, and then the dogs must be fcmght;
off. ,

What energy is left cannot be directed into pers nal
comfort. The nation must survive until new ener y
sources are found, o it is the railroads and su
ways that are recei ing major attention. The ra 1-
roads must move the coal that is the immediate pe,
and the subways can est move the people. 1

I

10 And then, of course, energy must be conserved for
agriculture. The great car factories make trucks
and farm machinery almost exclusively. We can hud-
dle together when there is a lack of warmth, fan
oursellise should there be no cooling breezes, st'p
or make love at such times-Nts there is a lack.of
Light -., but nothing will for long ameliorate a lack

LI
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of food. The American population isn't oing up
much any more, but the food supply mu be kept
high even though the prices and di culty of dis-
tribution force each American to at less. Food
is needed for export so that we /can pay for some
trickle of oil and for other resourkes.

11 The rest of the world, of course, is not( as luCky
vs we are. Some cynici spithat it is the knowledge
of this that helps keeplAmerica from despair'. They're
starving opt there, because earth's pOpulation has
continued to go up. The population on earth is 5.5
billion, and outside the United States and Europe,
not more than one in five has enough to eat at any
given time.

12 All the statistics oint to a rapidly declining rate
of population increa , but that is coming about
chiefly. through a high nfant morality; the first
and most helpless victi of starVation are babies,
after their mothers have ne dry. \A Wong current
of American opinion, as re cted in th -\newspapers
(some of which still produce it eight pages
of bad news), holds that it is just as well. It

serves to reduce the populf#tion, doesn't it?

13 Others point out that-it's more than just starvation.
There are those who manage to survi on barely enough
to keep the body working, and that oyes to be not
enough for the brain. It is esti ed that there are
now nearly 2 billion people in th world who are alive
but who are permanently brain damaged by undernutri-
tion, and the number is growing year by year. It has
already occurred to some that it would be "realistic"
to wipe them.out quietly and rid the earth of an en-
cumbering menace. The American newspapers of 1997
do not report that this is actually being done any-
where, but some travelers bring back horror tales.

14 At least the armies are gone - no one can afford to
keep those expensive, energy-gobblin monitrotities.
Some soldiers in uniform.and w th rifles are present
in almost every still functi ng nation, but onry
the United States and the. So et Union-cam...maintain

a few tanks anes and ship - which they dare not

move for fear o ting into limited fuel reserves.

15 Energy continues to de ne, and machines'must ie
replaced by human muscle ar4 beasts of burden.
People are working longer ho rs'and there is less
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leisure; but theh, with electric lighting restricted,
television for only three hours a night, movies three
evenings a week, new books few and printed in small
editions, what is there to do with leisure? Work,_
sleep and eating are the ,great trinity of 1997, and
oftly the first two are guaranteed.

16 Where will it end? It mat end in a return to the
days before 1800, to the days before the fossil
fuels powered a vast machine industry and technology.
It must end in subsistence farming and in a world
population Aduced by starvation, disease and vio-
lence to less than a billion.

17 And what can we do to prevent all this now?
A

Novi? Almost nothing.
If we had started 20 years ago, that might have been
another matter. If we had only etarted 50 years ago,
it would have been easy.

"The Nightmare of Life Without Fuel," by Isaac Asimov.
Reprinted by permission from TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine;
Copyright Time, Inch, ,1977.
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The Nightmare Lift:without Fuel

A.+

1.1

''People talk about an energy "crisis" all the time, but
there are no long lines for gatioline, the cold winter is
over, we have enough electricity to run our appliances,
and gasoline'pricesaren't going up that fast anymore.
So; where's the crisis? Well, maybe it's like President
Carter says, "Our energy crisis is an invisible crisis,
which grows steadily worse -- even when it is not in the
news." So, how can we see an invisible crisis? Two
ways will be given: One is a vision of the future which

/ can only be called a nightmare. By looking at this, we
can see what we hope will not come to pass. Then, we
will look at several graphs td see if the present prob-
lem could actually get that bad.

The article "Nightmare Life WithoUt Fuel," was written
by Isaac Asimov, who is both a science fact and science_

fiction writer. As you read the article, think about
the following question: Is this the-way the future will
really be like, or will it be different? After finish-
ing the reading,. answer the following'questions.

-Paragraphs are numbered to simplify your search for the
answers.

1. In the first paragraph, the author says that this

r view of the future "need not prove to be accurate."
What dos he say would cause the vision-to become real?

2. Whit is meant in Paragraph 3 when the cities are de-
scribed as being "the great mineral mines and hardware
shops of the nation?"

3. The author describes tie end of the automobile in

Paragraph 4. It is mentioned that "rationing was intro-
duced to 'equalize sacrifice'," but that the cars just
vanished anyway. What do you ,think was rationed? How

do rations "equalize sacrifice?"

4. Throughout the article, the world of 1997 looks like

a nightmare. ,The'atethor, however, sees some advantages
in the life of 1997 over that-in 1977. Name four advan-
tages thatthis energy-poor life has to offer.

5. Why is life worse for the.suburban. in 1997

than for those living in the city (see Paragraph 8)?

191
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14- In-Paragraph-ae,-the author says the U.S. is still
purchasing "some trickle" of oil from other nations.
How is the- U.S: paying for this energy? How does this
affect life (for the American people?

7. What sources of energy does the author saythe U.S.
might be using in 1997? Which seems to,be relied upon
thp most? How does this differ from the U.S. in 1977?

8. What does the author mean by the last five lines,
"And what can we do to p event all this now. Now? Al-,

most nothing. If we had tarted 20 years ago, that
might have been another matter. If we had only started
50 years ago, it would have been easy."

A
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

Lifetimes of Ultimately Recoverable, Resources

UNITED STATES LIFETIMES

Resource
With Constant 1973

Consumption
With Increased
Consumption

Assumed Doubling
Time in Years

Oik

Natural Gas

Coal

80 years

112 years

693 years

,,35 years

30 years

70 years

14

8

15

WORLD LIFETIMES
With Increased Consumption 'Assumed Doubling Time in Years

35 years

45 years

3,600 years

9

9
1

*World coal consumption has been nearly constant in the past 5

years. Thus, no estimate of increased consumption has been at-

tempted.

Source: Tables 5-6 and 5-7 in Energy-Environment*Source Book, by

John Fowler. NSTA, Washington, D.C., 1575.

. e

The table above gives a reasonable answer to the
7

I

'question, "When will we run out of ' ?" While no
one can say with certainty when a resource will be
exhausted, it is possible to make_calculations based
on two numbers: the amount of a resource that is
available, and_how fast itt'is being used up. Both of
these facts need further explanation.

As you can see, the table uses the,qomplicated phrase,
"ultimately recoverable resources." Look' at one

resource - oil. In the UnitediStates, geologists have
identified various locations where they know oil
exists, or are reasonably certain it exists. They 1:
estimate that the United States has about 52 billion
barrels of oil,in discovered oil fields that,remains
to be extracted, and that 450 billion barrel remain

Nooil\fields still unknown. This 502 billion barrel
al i then a realistic upper limit'of the total oil

that th U.S. canl\l, count on. If, however, new methods
are developed by Which we can get oil from sources we
now think\are uneconomical, these estimates may have
to be adj4sted.

,
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QUESTIONS

1. If a method is discovered that allows oil companies
. to extract oil from areas where they cannot do so
today, how will this affect the lifetime calcula-
tions in the table above?

2. Why is it important to use a conservative estimate
of a resource's lifetime instead of a more optimis-
tic estimate in making energy\policy decisions?

3. If we consume the same amount of our own oil today
as we did in 1973, our own oil resources will last

years. If consumption keeps increasing in the
future at the same rate that it did in the past, we
wi;kdouble our consumption of oil, in years.
This means that, assuming that our\,oil consumption
continues to increase, we have only\ years of
petroleum left in the United States.\

4. The formula for obtaining the doubling time is:

Time
do ub le = 70 years divided by r (the\growth rate

in percent per year.)

This means that if oil consumption grows at 4.4% per
year, the doubling time is 70/4.4 = 16. What would
happen to the dOubling time.if the rate df consump-
tion decreased to 2%?
Would the lifetime of a resource increase or de-
crease if the rate at which it is consumed '

creases?
e''

5. Based on the information last contained it he table,
what energy resource will us the most numbet of
years?
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Handout 2
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Proved eserves Economically
Recoverable with Existing Technology
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1WHI,

1976
Consumption Pattern

Source: Federal Energy Administration, 1977

Questions

.1. What is the major energy source used to power
today? What percentage of our proven reserves is

the nation
this source?

2. What percentage of our energy do we get from coal todayr
Coal is what percentage of our reserves?

si
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1. Between 'which years did,,the,largest,increase in
the priCe of oil take place?

2. As the p* ice of oil increased, what happened to
the percent of oil that the U.S. imported?

3. , In 1964, why' Might Ameticans not .feel that, there
was an "energy crisis"?

4. Why might an Americannational security expert
be so concerned by the information contained

,

in these graphs?
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S

roi each of the following statements, mark a "T" if.it
is tree based on the information provided in the graphs

anal .tables, Mark an "F" it false and "OT" if you
cannot tell baied on the information provided. Explain
your Answers. .

.1. The increased cost of petroleum since_ 1973 has
caused the United States to import.lesi anti
less petrOleum since then.

41

Reason:

')A With 693 ,years of coal,'we have no real enrgy
-crisis. Let people hundredp of yea from n
worry about the so-called"eneigy risis."

Reason:

f

3. The wreason we don't use more coal than we do is
because the burning.of coal produces air po11u-
tion.

Reason:

. 4. The world reserves of oil will outlast the
supplies in the United States by decades.

Reason:

.5. The world Ras doubled its consumption of oil in
less than a decade.

ESSAY

Reason:
Alt,\

in a welt-written paragraph on your own paper, summarize
the energy crisis. Include statistics that support y ur
'conclusions and recommendations yoU feel the President
should act upon.

-4



t-STUDENT AC'IVITY 3

Student Guide

'Whet Are the Powers of a President?

No President can hope to put together anything as
complex as a national energy program, sell it to

the Congress and to the American people unless he

has a firm understanding of his responsibilities,
his pow4rs and his limktotions. This lesson will

help yo* understand thepe roles of the Presjdency.

1

.

What at. the responsibilities of the President?

Below i a description of the various roles the
Preside t of the United States performs. Read each

careful y and then answer the questions at the end

of the eading.

1. Chief The Pre ident is the official head of the nation.

of State As such he awards medals, unveils statues, pro-,

, claims olidays and "special weeks" throughout the

year. e greets dignitaries and publicizes worthy

causes., As Chief of State, the President embodies
the ide 1s of the nation. -,

. .

,
2. Chief The President largely ae$ velopa and executes the

Diplomat foreign policy of the / United States. He negotiates

all treat es and exec tivelagreements with other

nations though jiis s ordinates, and he alone may .

officially speak for his government to other gov-

ernments. receive foreign ambassadors and has.

the power to ecognize or not to recognize
governments. ether\We have detente or cold war

with the Soviet Union,i whether we will recognize
the People's Gov rnme t of China or sell arms and,

dent of the United ta le

goods to other na ons il is lily up to the Presi-
s.

Ciderder The President is in Large of the armed forces as

in Chief well. Military.personnelare responsible 'to him;

A
he has the authority to\,0Tove any member of the

military from command., controls the weapon sys-

tems of this nation, especially the nuclear weap-

ons. Only the resident may give the command to

56



use these weaponsq regardless of where in the world
they are located. The Congress must declare war,
but it has. never been done without the President
first asking, so whether we go to war or negotiate
is again largely in the hands of the President.
Finally, -he also-can use military forc to quell
domestic' riots, to enforce Federal la s ar orders
of Federal Courts.

4. ,Chief The President is in charge of the vast Executive
Executive Branch of the Federal Government. AWthe laws

passed by Congress must be carried out by people
who work in the various agencies, bdreiiis, and of-
fices which make up the Executive Brandh. Ulti-
mately, the President is responsible for their ac- .

tions. Because of this, the President has the au-
thority to hire (with the consent of the Senate)
and fire (with the consent of no one) the heads and
their deputies of most..of these offices. The vast
majority of government employees, however, are civ-
il servants and cannot be hired or fired by the
President. Their jobs are obtained by merit, and
they cannot"be fired, after.aAprobationary period,
except when there is proOL.of incompetence.

5. Chief- The President recommends legislation to the Con-
Legislator °gress. He originates most of the public legisla.-

tion which C9ngress considers. ' He addresses the
Congress on the State of the Union each January and
can, of course, veto any legislation he feels is
unwise, or Sign.iny that he accepts. Congress nor-
mally awaits the legislative initiative of the
President, and the work of the Congress each year
is mainly to determine what parts of the Presi-
dent's prograM it supports and what parts it will
reject or rewfite.

b., Head of The President is the head of hilt political party;
His Party He normally appoints people from his own party who

helped him get elected to various jobs in the
Executive Branch, which is not a part of the Civil
Service system. He campaigns for people in his
own party who support him and usually opposes candi-
dates of the other party. The President advances
the philosophy of his own administration and of his
party as the right policy for the nation, and often
points to the other party as insensitive to the.
needs and the desires of the American people.

56
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Semiof these roles grow out of the President's
Constitutional authority, whereas others are a re-

, sult of custom and. tradition which have developed
over the last 180 years.

A



Handout
Part 1

QUESTIONS

1. For each of the Presidential roles, described
above, mark a "C" for those parts which stem from the
Constitution and a "T" for those parts which are
groqfted in custom and tradition. If matking a "C",
also indicate the Article, Section, and the Paragraph
of the Constitution which supports your answer. Each

arole

may involve the of f several constitutional
uthorities and/or traditions. Be sure to list all
of thpm for each tole.,'

'440.0Ra

If "C", the donstitu-
Presidential Role C or T tional Authority is...

Chief of State 1.

Chief PAplomat 1.

2.

3.

.11 Commander -in -Chief 1.

2.
2

3.

4.

Chief Executive 1.

2.
m,

3:

Chief Legislator 1.

2.

3.

4.

Hehd of His Party 1.

3.

4.

511



Handout
Part 1 (Continued)

2. For eac of the Presidential roles, list the

Constituti al checks and balances, if any,,-which

restr= t e President. Do the Presidential powers

wh st from custom have any checks on then*

Presidential Role C or T Check on Presidential Power

Chief of State 1.

Chief Diplomat

3.

Commander-in-Chief 1.

2.

3.

V

O

4.

Chief Executive 1.

2. I

3.

4.

Chief Legislator 1.

2.

3..

4.

Head of His Party .1.

2.

3.

4.

I

Co
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Handout
Part 1 (Cont.)

3. Below are a series of Presidential actions relating to
to the energy crisis. For each indicate the Presidential
role or roles he is performing, by using the following .-

abbreviations:

S - Chief of State

D - Chief Diplomat

'C - Commander-in-Chief

E - Chief Executive

L Chief Legislator

P - Head of Party

a. Vie President and the Secretary of State meet with

with the Saudi Arabian Ambassador concernin4future OPEC

rices,
-
and the Ambassador's interest in buying

more arms fKom,the United States. The President
-2-

.

in for coverage of the meeting

with Congressional leaders t4_/-
-4-

to brief them on the'meeting.

invites the press
-3-

And has breakfast

following morning

1. 2. 3. 4.

b. The President has sent to Congress legislation
-1-

regardingnsurface mining in the Rocky Mountain states
111110

Several members of his own party from that area

haven't yet decided to support it. He telephones
-2-

them and asks for their support and expresses interest'Nt

in their up-coming election and pet legislation which
-3-

has yet to make it out of the subcommittee.

1. 2. 3. 4. .



Handout
Part 1 (Cont.)

c. The President vetoes Congressional legislation
-1-

on air pollution standards invitii the Press__in_to a

explain why he thinks the legislation favors only

one group at the expense of all the other people.
-2-

His press secretary announces later the the President

will speak at the national convention of environ-

mentalists in Denver.
-3-

1. 2. 3.

d. The President schedules a 15-minute photo_session

and speech with children who won-a national poster

contest on saving energy around the house.

1.

e. The President meets with his advisor on energy,

the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency end

the Secretaries of State and Defense about recent

newspaper reports concerning a future Middle East

oil embargo.

1.

f. The President meets with the Secretaries of Com-

merce and Labor 4ad officialsof the Federal Energy

Administration concerning charges from leader-s of
-1-

minority groups who clilm that the Government is

dragging its feet on providing energy related job
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Halladout
Part 1 -(Cont.)

training to the unemployed. He orders them to meet

`with representatives of industry and labor to see

what can be done and then report back to him in -

1. 2.

p
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INTEREST GROUPS

PERSUASIVE POWERS OF THE PSIDENCY

1. Speeches to the Nation and
trips, to meet people

2. Family goes out 'on trips
to gather support

3. Town Meetings
4. Top officials meet with

local groups

1. Confer with leaders and express
interest in their proposals,
asking them for help -

2. Compromise with opponents

3. Support friends, and/or
nominate them for position
in Executive Branch

FOREIGN WYERNMENTS

1. Agreements on a sales, food

and technical as istance A

2. Lowfiring or raising import tariffs.

3. Threat of military action

64

PRESIDENT

THE PRESS,

1. Hold or not hold press conferences
2. Discussion of his legislation

3. Explanation of what is wrong with

the oppoiition's program
4. Send out top officials to meet

with the press

BUREAUCRACY

1. Give orders
2. Increase budget of those

who enthusiastically .support
his program

3. Transfer people from power
positions who offend him

4. Support administratOrs against
attacks from outsiders if they
help him

5. Brpaden authority of bureaucrats
who suppbrt him

CONGRESS

1. State of the Union address
and, other messages

2. Consultation with
Congressional leaders

3. Compromise with strong
opposition

4. Help re-elect friendly
legislators, work against
those who oppose his program.
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QUESTIONS

Handout
Part 2

1. Reread each of the .Presidential actions described'
in the first section of this lesson. For each, indix"--
cats the type of persuasjon the President was using.

PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS

SitUation

Situation B

P4RSUASIVE POWERS

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Situation C
1

2. Below are a series of situations. For each, decide
how it might affect the President's power to enact an
energy program.

What if...

a. The President is of one political patty and the
Congrest-is controlled by the other.

b. The President's popularity is on the rise with
55% of the American people thinking he is doing a good
job.

c. He te Congress what energy legislation it
will pass.

d. He regularly seeks the advice of environmentaliste
but refuses to meet with representatives of industry.

e. He has a bed.TVimage and seems to fumble
questions at press4conferences.

,r
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Handout
Part 2 (Cont.)

f. Important -civil servants in the buieaucraey.
fear the Predident's energy program may coti\thee their,
jobs.

°

'g. The President angers tI Chairman of a rful
Senate COmmittee handling the energy /egislatipm

h. A foreign government'increases the price of
petroleum after agreeing not to.

3. Do you feel that persuasive politics by the,President
is necessary? Explaidby listing reasons why
the President may have to use,pyrau_ ion. List some
negative aspects of persuasion.

67
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Handout

INCREASED PRODUCTION OF COAL12ADVANTAGES

ABUNDANT SOURCE OF ENERGY - Coal that is recoverable unceer
present economic and technological conditions will last at
least 360 years at present rates of consumption. Even if
coal production doubles in the next decade, as President
Carter wishes, new methods of recovery should enable coal

)
to be a major source ergy, way into the next- century.

__
ArGOOD SUBFITUTE FOR 0 AND NATURAL GAS - For many in-
dustrial uhers, coal ca be substituted for other fuels
without great expend ctric power plants-using oil, -

for example, can cony -coal withOut great difficulty.
Other per of oil, suc as in transportation, will be
Unable to substitute unless it is converted into a liquid
or gaseous form. Production of these synthetic fuels from
coal is now being researched, and will be available after
1985.

..,

4.

COOL IS AVAILABLE IN THE WEST - Although two-thirds of the
coal mined in recent years,has come froethe Appalachian'
region, future increases in coal production will come in
the Northern GreatiPlains states of Montana, Wyoming, and
North,Daltati% Most western coal is easily. mined by surface
Aping techniques4 rather than by the more costly under
mound .mine of the East. While surface mining requires
gotensive 1 nd reclamation after the mining is finished,

. the coal c antes hale indicated their willingnesaipo ' 7

restore the and.

.ENVIRONMENTAL OPFECTS CAN BE MINIMIZED - The, effect on the
: enyirOnment from the use of coal can be reduced in two
mega, Siice coal mined in the West is lower in polluting

A irudfur, Lt can be burned without reducing air quality
siiraficantly. If, .however, coal higher in sulfur content

4" iesugmil, alti-polluti6n devices called stack gas scrubbers
Scan Fi installed.' .

INCREASED COAL USE*CAWDRING SOCIAL BENEFITS - While the
development of western coal may bring the problems of
rapid growth, it also 1rings increaded economic activity.
Communities can benefit from greater tax revenues and ,

ind viduals will find more employment opportunities.
CI

I.

',..

INCREASED PRODUCTION OF COAL DISADVANTAGES

THE USE OF COAL CAUSES ENrONMENTAL DAMAGE --When coal is
burned, the sulfui contained' in the coal is combined with
oxygen to form sulfur dioxide. This can then combine with
water vapor in the Atmosphere to form sulfuric acid. The
effects upon humans can be As little-as making,your eyes
water, or as much as damaging the cells lining your lungs.

.:.

COST OF CONVERSION TO IS HIGH - While coal can be sub- -
stitutedfor oil and tural gas, the cost will be extreme-
ly high. The cost to onvert only U.S. utility plants'had
been estimated at $75 illion." Combined with the cost oE
anti-pollution dev s which, may be required, even for low

ill
sulfur Western coa t e price will be much higher. If isex-
laws are changed to e the companies pay for this conver-
sion, tax monies from 1 Americans will then be going to. .,

. -pay for this-.

PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC FUELS HAS HARMFUL EFFECTS - While
,"-.the e of synthetic c fue from coal can minimize the en-
vir tal effect of c 1, ehe production of the fuels
may serious e viro tal effects. fIf the conversion
of Co liquid r gaseo fuels takes4lace where coal

, is MI_ st pro ably in e West,the arge amounts of
watePlie ed may no be avail ble-as a re ult of the
scarcity,of water, the area.',

SURFACE MINING'MAY mining, Also called.
stripminiv, can s riously_disrupt th atural environment.
Although recentfede al legislation will force coal con-
pantos to restore th land used in-surface mining, some -

damage cannoebe avo ded. Land reclamation demands large
amounts of water, a

E HARMFUL r Surfpc

imuodity which is in short supply in
the West. Water quality can alsa be degraded by acid
draining from coal fi lds into streams.

INCREASED COAL USE CA SES SOCIAL HARMS - As more coal is
mined in the American West, local communities will feel the
negative effects along with the benefits. Coal companies
must acquire the land t be mined,ilisplading farmers and
ranchers from.their tra itional lands. influx of new
workers, for construction and mining, can cause social pro-

.
blemd from increased crime to greater needs.for community
facilities such as public chocas.

4

Or
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COAL

PRESIDENT

President
proposals
of coal.

CARTER'S POLICY

Carter's energy policy included the following
concerning the increased production and use

0

1. Increase coal production to one billion tons a year
by 1985. This is almost double the current outputee

2.. Industries which have not converted from/natural
gas or oil to, coal, will be taxed, beginning as early as
1979. For example, industries which'use petroleum
(other than power companies)-would be taxed $.90 a bar-
rel by 1985. Utilities, which need more time to con-
vert to coal,%would not be taxed untl& 1983, and then
at a continping rate of $1.50 a bgrrel. Users of
natural gad would be taxe& in a similar manner. In-
dustries which must use natural gas, such as fertilizer
manufacturers, would be exempt from the.tax.

3. Industries that converted from oil And natural gas
to coal would be eligible for a ten percent tax credit
on the cost of new equipment. This would mean that
ten cents of every dollar spent on the new equipment
could'be deducted directly from the amount.the company
was scheduled toqpay for taxes. This will reduce the
-real cost of conversion somewhat for the companies.

4. Factories and utilities would be forbidden to burn
oil and'natural gas in newly constructed boilers
unless the company could demonstrate that for some
special reason they could not use coal.

5. Strict standards will be set to minimize the
environmental e fecs of increased production and con-
sumption of coa . Strip mining companies will be
forced to tetur surface-mined lands to their original
contours and will be restricted in their operations
on p ime farmlands and national forests. Clean air
sta ards will be maintained by the use of pollution
con rol devices at the industrial plants.

I
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 5
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TOWARD THE FUTURE
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QUESTIONS
.J

Identify the types of plans that are ptesented.
How do they differ in the near-, mid-, and long-
term futures?

0
1. What are the government's energy plans fo0r

the near-term?

2. How does the mid-term plan differ from the
near-term?

3. What is planned for the long -term? _How do
these plans differ from the near-term?

4. Why doesn't the government put all its effort
into the development of a fuel source like fusion,
which would produce .all the power we could use for
thousands of years?

5. When we looked at your plans for theluture,
we discussed the idea'that the long-term plans
must build upon the near- and mid-term ones.
Does the federal energy plan do this?

J
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1977 1985 1990

Student HandOut 1

2000

-- Near-Term

I

Mid-Term Long-Term

NEAR-TERM STRATEGIES

Conservation of energy in buildings
for example, by using more insula-
tion.

Conservation of energy in consumer
products, such as the development
of more efficient lighting.

Conservation in industaby using;
waste heat more effic

Conservation in transportation by,
for. $xadtple, the development of

higher mileage automobiles.

The substitution of coal for oil
and natural gas in industry.

The development of recovery tech-
niques which produce more gas and
oil from existing-wells.

Increased use .of nuclear fission
reactors for elpctrical power.
generation.

'71

if

MID-TERM STRATEGIES

Development of synthetic fuels such
as gaseous and liquid fuels from
coal, and oil from oil shale.

Increased use of geothermal energy,
the natural heat of the_earth, 4

which can be tap fed and used for
heating and electric power
generation.

Development of economical solar
heating and cooling systems.

Conversion of waste to energy by
burning garbage to provide a
supplementary fuel for power
plants.

LONG-TERM STRATEGIES

Development of the technology which
uses solar energy to produce elec-
tricity directly by using solar
cells, large scale systems using
concentrated solar energy, or wind
energy conversion systems.

Development of a breeder reactor
Which does not use the limited
supply of uranium, but instead
makes the nuclear fuel which it
uses.

Development of fusion power, which
uses the power by which the sun and
all stars obtain energy. This
system uses heavy hydrogen, which
can be obtained from all water asa
fuel.



TOPIC

r

NEAR-TERM
PRESENT TO 1085

'....

Forecast
,

Plan

,

MID-TERM
1985 - 2000 -

'' FnrJeast , Plan
,,

Student Handout 2
LONG-TERM,
2000 - ?

Forecast Plan

SOURCES OF INCOME ,;.,,

f
,

f

i

-

.

. ,

l .

.

MARITAL STATUS

t

..,,

EDUCATION
,

,

,

LARGE PURCHASES

0 _

.

. .
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To fill out the chart above you should follow these two steps. (1) Tank about what the future might

be like for you and fill in your predictions under the column "forecast". One hint, keep tract of c:uf age

in each of the three time periods. (2) Then, once you have decided. on what the future will be like, fill

in the column marked "plan". Here you should indicate how you plan on achieving the forecast that you have

made. For example,,if you plan on getting a specific job in the near term, then you should indicate how you

plan on getting the job; Any additi,pnak training you would need, etc. Try to be as specific in your forecasts

and plans as you ca, tt.
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Student Activity 6

An Energy Policy itp Born

,Presidential Advisors

How does a President make a decision? Some Presidents, I
like James Polk, seemed to want to do everything them-

selves. Polk wrote in his diary in 1848,
everything

prefer
to supervise the whole operation of the government
myself...and this makes my duties very great." Today,
if a President even dreamed of running the entire
government, his duties would be "very great" indeed.
In the 1970s, Presidents have headed a government with
more than three million civilian empldyees and with
budgets of over $300 billion. The President, instead
of making decisions alone, must rely upon a large
number of men and women who assist him in the perfor-
mance of his duties.

Student G'iiide

Historically, as the President's dutlii-and respon-
sibilities.have increased, so too has the number of
Presidential advisors. Now a President has a Cabinet
of twelve members, each heading one of the, twelve
executive depdrtments, such as the new Departmentiof
Energy; the Vice President; numerous independent
agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency;
and an Executive Office of the President. While
Presidents make use of their advisors in different
ways, most recent Presidents have made special use of
their Executive Office: This group is more commonly
called the White House staff and includes the Pres-
ident's personal advisors, assistants, councils, and
staff members, each with a particular responsibility.

Picking an Energy Policy Staff

When Presideunt Carter'made his promise to produce an
energy policy by April 2 , 1977, his White House staff
became involved in a rus of policymaking activities
during the next 90 days. lien before the inauguration,
Mr. Carter had promised to rm an energy department
and had picked a special adv or on energy matters.
His name was James R. Schlesinger, who had high exec-
utive positions under both Presidents Nixon and Ford,
and was a trained economist. To assist him,
Schlesinger assembled a staff of approximately twenty
reigtively young people with diverse backgrounds.
While some of the staffers were energy experts, some
were lawyers, businessmen, Pentagon veterans, and
environmentalists. The organization was named the
"Energy Policy and Planning Office," and was made a
part of tke white House staff.
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The staff first identified key areas that would have
to be researched in order to agrive at a comprehen-'
sive energy plan. Task forcearwere established and
staff members began to gather information. When the
materials on a certain area, such as conservation of
energy had been gathered, p Meeting would,be held.
Schlesinger tossed out ideas to the staff to get
them to think, question, argue,,and analyze. Staf,fe

were expected to challenge ideas they thought would 1,\
not work, even if their'"boss" had suggested them.
It was difficult and challenging work, with Schlesinger' L
and his staff putting in twelve to fourteen-hour days. A

The People Speak

The American people were also invited tai participate
in the process of making an energy policy. The first
way the public was involved was termed a "town meeting
by mail." An invitation to the American people to
comment on'and make recommendations for the President's
energy plan was printed in The Federal Register on
March 2, 1977. To assure the greatest response to
this message, 600,000 reprints were sent out to in-
terested citizens and organizations. By April 1,
27,898 letters, telegrams, packages, mailgrams, and
position papers had been received. .A special staff -

was brought in-to read and tabulate the results.

A second avenue for okjaining opinionsofrom the
public opened with the holding of ten regional town
meetings, conducted by the' Fegeral Energy Administra-
tion. Over 800 citizens spoke-et-these meetings and
this information was presented to Schlesinger and his
staff: Finally, twenty-one "mini-conferences" were
conducted by the Energy Policy and Planning Office at
the White House. Groups of ion leaders, oil people,
builders and even nineteen ordinary" citizens,
chosen at random from aro d the country, conferred
with the energy staff.'

The Final Decision

Neither the energy s aff, Schlesinger, nor the public
would make the fins decision on what the energy
policy would coptai . That was up to the President.
As the staff colle ted infofmation and mede recommend-
ations, Schlesing presented Mr. Carter with "options

ld contain blocks of five to
eighteen issues that needed a final Presidentia1,dec-
ision. An example was the question of whether or not
air quality standards should be relaxed to allow in-

dustry to burn coal without installing new anti-
pollution devices. Schlesinger and his staff presented
the issue to the President, giving him information on
both sides of the question, along with a recommended
decision. Although Schlesinger's recommendations
carried great weight, the Presi4ent had the final say.
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. V
The Energy Plan Reaches Agreement

The plan that Carter and Schlesinger agreed upon was
introduced at a series of meetings with high-level
Administration officials. Here opposition was ex-
pressed to one method used by the energy staff.
Schlesinger's group had worked in almost total
secrecy because they, leered leaks to the press which
might weaken the impact of the policy-upon the pub-
lig. The secrecy bothered Carter's economic ad-
visors who claimed,they did not have time to see how
the plan Wight affect the nation's economy. In the
first weeks of April, then, as Carter met with his
top advisors and Cabinet members, some of the pro-
visions of the plan were changed as other members of
the Administrati n sought to reduce the plan's effect
on the nation's, conomic growth.

As the deadline for announcing the plan approached,
the staff began working almost around the clock.
Some last minute decisions still had to be reached, the
President's speeches to the nation and to Congress
had to be written, fact sheets for the press had to
be prepared, but still other meetings were needed.
Congressional leaders from boih political.parties%
were asked by President Carter to support the plan
and energy advisor Schlesinger met with forty House
members who were thought to be likely opponents of
the policy.

Getting Public Support for the Plan

) While President Carter had to gain the support of
members of his Administration and of Congress, he
was also well aware of the need to gain the atten-
tion and support of the American people. To do so,
the President organized a one week "media blitz" of
highly publicized events to build support for the
plan. Three appearances on national television were
scheduled. On Monday, April 18, the President
appeared, on television seated behind his formal

__desk and explained the energy crisis as a possible
'"national'catastrophe." Asking theAaerican people

AP
. to respond with the "moral equivalent of war" to

the nation's dwindling' energy supplies; the President
did not give details of the plan. The tone of the
speech, however, was a call to sacrifices from all
Americans to leave "a decent world for our children
and grandchildren."

SO

g
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Student Questions

1. While it is'obvious that a President cannot always
make major policy decisions by himself, could it also be
true that a President's staff of. adviMrs might get too
large? What would be the result?

2. Members of the Cabinet, such as the Secretary of
State, and those in the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent, such as James Schlesinger, advise the Prdsident on
important matters. Members of the Cabinet, however,
must be formally confirmed by the Senate, while Presi-.
dential advisors on the White House staff do not go
through this process. Why there a difference? Do
you think that the practice should be changed? Why or
why not? Where does the President get the.authbrity to
appoint members of.the Cabinet? Why can you consider
the Benate's power to "advise and consent" to Presiden-
tial appointments a form of the checks and balances.

3. Put yourself in the position of James Schlesinger.
The following people have applied to be on the staff of
the Energy Policy and Planning Office. Who would you
hire? Rank the'person you would hire first, by putting
a (1) next to the background description. Put the num-
ber 2 on the line for the'individual you. would hire
next, and so on. Then be prepared to explain your first
and last choices in class.

A. A college professor presently developing a new
method of collecting and stoing solar energy.

B. A former gbvernment employee recently trans-,
ferred from his jdb for criticizing the need-
less complications and waste, in the agency for

which he worked.

C. A former speech-writer for President Ford, who
is experienced in writing -summaries of reports
for the President.

D. An employee of a "think tank," a research orga-,
nization,known for its progressive_ ideas, who
can ampply a steady stream of bold, innovative
suggestions.

E. A political party figure who always agreed with
his boss's ideas..

F. A businesswoman' who is an expert at organizing,
people to get a specific task done.



.

4. .Jut the following events in chronological order:

CA. Staff auggestt sprecific.solutions
. ,

B. Candidate Carterdecides.that energy is a problem
that needs a solution.
C. President carterpicks:Schletinger as energy advi-
sor. -

D. ,Key areas_of energy problems are identified.
4 ,

5. Why do you thinketh.c...White House staff members
needed to hear the ideas of the people? Did the staff
expept people to have, the same ideas? Cin a President**
,govern without the'support of the people?

A

*to

I

4

When you%have to make a decisiork u often, have
to choose-between more than one action? ive,an emnike,
Doe's the President of the United States have tore t
sider when he makes a decision? Give an example.

07: Why might officials in the Environmen al Protection
Agency (EPA) want to be consulted when a national.ewrgy
plan is drawn-up? What other government departments or
_federal agenciet would want their views known before-An:
energy policy is presented to Congiesk/

8. Explain why the Carter energy stAff chose to wdrk in
sekecy.

4 put the following events in chronological order:
. A01

;A, . 'President Carter makes his Acisioas about specific
details f the' energy plan.

.

.1,

B. The eople are,asked to send'in their opinions and
,, 4 their solutions to the energy question.-

C. Congressional leaders are, consulted.

D. .Cakinet members and top advisors meetcihd change some
piets,9f.the plan. .

-

. .White Hous " ini-con erences" held. .

What did the P ent mean by the statement that
peOple should respdh -td the nergy crisis with
the "moral equivalent.df War What other .14residents
have declared-war on domestic robleme?'

6

0

= iv
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11. Wbat additiom41 steps would you take, if
administration energy staffer, to helippell"
energy plan?

you were 'an
the Carter

1`2.' Was it really necessary for the President to try to
get public support for his, energy plhn? What if he had
chosen, not to do this?

4
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The National Energy Plan
-an outline- 4,

The Problem: The diagnosis.of the U.S. energy cri-
sis is quite simple: demand for ener-
gtis increasing, while supplies .of
',oil and natural gas are diminishing.

The Nature of the ihoblem

li

How did this come about? Partly it came about through
lack of foresight...As the result of the availabili-
ty of cheap energy, the t.S. developed a stock of
capital goods - such as homes cars, and factory
equipment - that uses energy inefficiently.

001.1 is a non-renewable
,

resource. Tots& recoverable,
. world oil reserves past and present; are about 2 tril-

lion barrels. If present trends continue, we will
exhaust this supply before 2010-2020.

Strategies and Objectives
e

The U.S. has three overriding energy objectives:*
- .

1. immediatel'- to reduce dependence on foreign oil"
and vulnerability to supply inter-
ruption's.

2. mid-term---to keep U.S.-Imports-sufficiently- -
A" low to weather the period when world

,oil production approaches its
/capacity limitation; and

3'. long-term - to have renewable and essentially
inexhaustible sources of energy for

f
sustained economic

'°

growth.

. The salient features of the National Energy Plan are:

441. onservation and fuel efficiency;

A2. Ltional pribing and productiNuolicies;

3. certainty and stability in Government
policies;

4

4." Substitution of abundant energy resources for
those_inshort supply;

5. Development:of nod-conventional'technologies for
the future.

, -

Conservation and fuel efficiency are the cornerstones,
. of the proposed*National Energy Plan. Conservation Is

cheaper than production Of new supplies, and is the'A
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most effedtive means for protection of the environ-
ment...If a conservation program beginarixfowl. it can
be carried out in a rational and orderly manner over
a- period of years.

The energy goals for 1985 are:

1. Redube the annual growth of total energy depan
to below 2 percent;

2. Reduce gasoline consumption 10 percent below its
current level; . .

a. Red, ce oil imparts from a potential level of 16
lion barrels per day to 6 million, roughly

a 4g- one-eighth of U.S. total energy consumption;

4. Establish a strategic Petroleum Reserve of 1
billion barrels;

5. Increase coal production by two-thirds, to more
than 1 billion tons per year;

6. Bring 90 percent of existing American homes and
all new buildings up to minimum energy efficiency
standards; and

7. Use solar energy in more tan 2% million homes.

In summary, the Plan would keverse the recent end
of ever-rising oil imports and ever - increasing ri-
can dependence on uncertain foreign sources of pply.
It wouM prepare the U.S. for the time when the world
fac a limitationon oil production capacity and
co eguent skyrocketing oil prices. It would achieve
s stantial energy savings through conservation and
Increased fuel efficiency, with minimal disruption of
the economy, and would stimulate the use ofrcoal.im
a manner consistent with environneVal protection.

Various Facts and Features

Although coal comprises 90 percent of U.S. totalAps-
sil fUel reserves, the,U.S. meets only 18 percenewbf
its energy needs from coal. .

The fuel choices now for electric utilities are basical-
ly coal and nuclear power. Expanding future use of
coal will depend in large part on the introduction of
new technologies that permit it to be burned in an
environmentally successful manner, in both power plants
and factories. Efforts should also be made to develop
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and perfect processes for-making gas from coal.

Light-water nuclear reactors, subject to strict regu
lation, can assist in i$eeting the U.S. energy deficit.
The big problems for expanding nuclear power are
health and safety concerns* lack of a publicly ac-
cepted waste disposal program, and concern.over
nuclear proliferation. The-United States must

to count on nuclear power to meet a share of
omits energy deficit.

Light water reactors provide a proven technology to
produce needed electrical power. However,.more ad-
vanced forms of nuclear power may entail significant
risk, and must, therefore, be developed cautiously.
The Government will give increased attentiokto light-
water reactor safety, licensing, and waste- tinagement
so that nuclear power canADe used to helpmeetmeet the
U.S. energy deficit with increased safety.

'40 the extent that electricity is.substituted for
oil and gas, the total amount of energy used in the
U.S. will be somewhat larger due to the inherent in-
efficiency of electricity generation-and distribution.
ut conserVing scarce oil and natural as is fat more

rtant than saving coal.:.However, a study will -
Abe made of the long-term effetts ofcarbon dioxide
from coaL,,and other hydrocarbons on the atmosphere..

The Administration also supports uniform national
strip mining legislation.

It is the Presidents policy to defet any'U.S. com-
mitment to advanced nuclear techni4ogies that are
based on the use of plutonium whildthe United States.",
seeks a better approach to the next generation of
nuclear power than is provided by plutonium recycling
and the plutonium breeder. The U.S. will defer in- .

definitely commercial rkpxocessing and recycling of
plutonium: The'Presidea has ptoposed to reduce the
funding for the existing breeder program, and to re-
direct it toward evaluation of alternative breeders,
advahced converter reactors, and other.fuel cycles,
with emphasis on nonproliferation and safety con-
cerns.

III

To resolve uncertainties_aboutthe extent of domestic
uranium resources, improvements are being made in the
.resourcf assessment of the Uranium Resources Evaluation
Program.

America's jope for long-term economic growth beyond
the year 2000 rests in large measure on renewable

13



tend essentially inexhaustible sources of energy.
e.

oil reserves = a 5 to 10 year supply.

Principles and Strategy of the Naiponal Energy Plan

Broad public understandin of the gravity of the
energy problem, a comma nt to action, and a wil-
lingness to endure some s crifice are all indispen-
Bible to the success of a national energy plan.

1

El
(Note: Sacrifice is involved when a,eherished
gi Ve is given up.)

- The ultimdte question is whether this society is kil-
ling to exercise the internal discipline tO(rselect
and:pursue a coherent set of policies well in ad-
vance of a threateneddisaster. Western democracies
have demo4strated such discipline in the past in re-
acting to immediate, palpable threats to survival-,
as in time of war. But they have had less success

-* in harnessieg their human and material resources
to deal with less visible and immediate threats to
their political and economic systems. When dangers
appear incrementally and the day of reckoning seems-
far in the future, democratic'political leademb have
bden reluctant to take decisive and perhaps unpopular
action.

Principles

The following 10 principles divide into two groups.
The iirit five establisn the context in whicn energy
policy must be formulated. The remaining five are
fundamental to the proposed comprehensive National

,Energy Plan.

1) The energy problem can be effectively addressed
only by a government that accepts responsibility
for dealing with'it comprehensively, and by a
public that understands its. seriousness and is
reedy to make necessary sacrifices.

2) He;ilthy economic growth :gust, continue.

3) National policies for the protection of the en-
vironment must be maintained.

- Virtually every available-Source of energy
has its disadvantages. ,.

- There will be increased furiding for projects
researching technologies for reducing the
environmental drawbacks to large scale ise
ofcoal.

C



4) she U.S. must reduce its vulnerability to potential-
1 devastating supply interruptions.

5)° T = U.S. must solve its energy problems in a man-
n r that is equitable to all regions, sectors,
an income groups.

6) Th growth of energy demand must be restrained
ough conservation and improved energy efficien-

.

cy.

asted energy-in cars, homes; commercial
uildings and factories-is greater than the
total amount of oil imports
America needs to embrace the conservation
ethic.
Reduction of America's demand for world oil
will be a form of assistance to the developing
countries.

7) nergy .prices should generally reflect the true
/replacement cost of energy.

I- Electric utilitips will be required to phase.
. / out promotional, declining blocks and other

rates that do not reflect costs; gas utilities
would also be required to phase out declining
block rates.

Both energy prodUcers and consumers are entitle
to reasonable certainty as to Government policy.

-.In order'to be able to provide certaippy and con-
sistency,in energy policy-making, the Federal

--energy agencies should be organized into, a
Department of Energy.

9) Resources in plentiful supply must be.used more
iwidely,.and the nation must begin the process
of moderating its use of those in short supply.

Coal constitutes 90 percent of U.S ., conven-'
tionaI energy reserves, but currently supplies
only about 18 percent of energy consumption.

- Coal development and production is most etono-1
mical when it is near major markets.

10) The use of non-conventional sources of energy
must be vigorously expanded.

The Broad Perspective

The three overriding energy objectives are:

8Q
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1. immediate - to reduce our dependence on'foreign
oil and thus limit our vulnerability
to supply interruptions.

2:--ffild-term - to weather the stringency in world
supply that will be caused by limita-
tions on productive capacities.

3. long-term - to'develop renewable and essentially
inexhaustible sources of energy for
-sustained economic growth.

The Strategy, 1

The strategy of the 'Plan contains three major compo-
nentsto achieve these objectives:

1) To carry out an effective conservation program.

2) To provide the incentives necessary to cause
those industries and utilities using oil, and
natural gas to convert to coal and other abun-
dant fuels.

3) To pursue a vigorous research aid-development
'program ,to provide renewable and other resources
to meet U.S. energy needs in the next century.
The Federal Government should support a-irarieiii
of energy alternatives in their early stages,
and continue support through the development and
demonstration stage for technologies that are
technically, economically and environmentally,
most promising.

In the area of non-conventional sources and energy
research, increased funding is proposed to,accelerate
the development of economic photovoltaic systems.
Longer term development is proceeding on central sta-
tion solar electric power systems. ThePlan's research
and development program includes increased. funding
for biomass, small wind systems, solar cooling, and;
other solar technologies. In addition, the Plan's
research and development program provides additional
funding to further the us4 of municipal solid waste
and geothermal energy. .',

Research in cohtrolled trmonuclear fusion has been
a major element in energy research an development

i
programs. However, despite many year of active re-
search, scientific feasibility has ye to be demon-
strated, though steady progress has been made in
satisfying each of the individual r eria for achieve-
ment of breakeven power (the prod ction of more power

tJ
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0, than is consumed).

Current research on magnetic confinement systems seeks
to demonstrate the simultaneous attainment of temperature,
density, an confinement time necessary for breakeven.
Inertial confinement (laser or beam) systems., a newer
technology, tiay lag behind magnetic systems in achieving
breakeven power. Once a demonstration.of breakeven
is made, extensive engineering efforts would be re-
quired do design a commercial system

However, even without achievement o reakeven power,
either fusion system may be able to p uce usable
energy as part of 4 hybrid fusion-fission cycle.
The fusion process Orbalides neutrons which might breed

. fuel for light-water nuclear reactors More easily
than it 'produces electricity.

The revised budget submitted by the administration
last February provides for-continued work on fusion
on an ordeV.y basis.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT AND THE AMERICAN PUBLIC,

Government at all levels has a critical rol to play
in.guiding the. course of energy production d use.
In addition to proposing specific initiative the
Federal Government should:

- establish elear4national nergy goals; .

- 1/4organize itself to administer national energy policy
effectively;

//

- create a comprehensive, reliable repository of
energy information; ,

- en4ure competition in the energyindatries general-
.

ly 'and amongithe major oil and natural gas companies
in particular; and

provide assistance to low-income people'during
energy emergencies.

_#*

State and local governments will be asked to assume
major responsibilities in cooperation with the Federal
GovernMent. gon-governmental organizations and individuals
can also make significant contributions to the suc-
cess of energy policies. The private sector will
continue its primary role as the majo4 producer and *

j consumer of energy, resources.

tHE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Although organizational, changes alone will not solve

90
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any energy problem, creation of a Department of Energy
is a necessity if ihe eleMents of the National Energy
Plan are to be carried out in a coherent and effective
manner. Only,through creation.of a Department that
combines the skills and expertise now dispersed through

, numerous federal, agencies will the Government ob-
tain the comprehensive overview of interrelated
energy problems and the organizational coherence
needed to implement the National Energy Plan.

An Energy Information Administration within the De-
partment would organize and analyze information so

. 'that i,t could be used by governments industry and
the public...Accordingly a three-part energy informa-

,./-Ttion program is proposed. It would include a Petro-
leum Production and Reserve Information System, a.
Petroleum Company Financial Data Systeml, and an
Ellergency Management Information System.

For the Petroleum Production and Reserve Information
System, the Federal Government would assume the data k

V
collection responsibilities now performed by the
American Gas Association and the American Petroleum

''institute. The oil and gas industries would be re-
quired to opentheir reserve estimation processes
to Federal offidials, who would supervise the collec-
tion and preparation of reserve data.

_

The Petroleum Company Financial Data System would
require all large companies and a sample, of small

t firms engaged in the,oil or gas business to sub-
mit detailed financial information to the Federal
Government...The reporting program would restore
confidence within the Congress and among the American
people that the Government, not only the oil in-
dustry, is in charge of national_energy policy.

The Emergency Managemapt Informs n System would
provide governments with up-to- ate information 4.

on local energy supplies and c nsumption. Such
information is needed to resp nd if there should'be
an interruption of foreign o I supply, a natural

7(

g s shortage, or other ener emergencies.

*
COMPETITION

, 'Promotion of competition is a critical component
of public policy. Since energy is an essential
commodity'for all Americans, effective competi-
tion within the energy industries.is a matter
of vital concerti.

mg/

,Public policy toward vertically integrated firms,
those that span exploration, production, refining,



and marketing'of petroleum products, has long been
a matter of dispute.

-Horizontal diversification by oil and gas producers,
particularly into the coal and uranium industries,
has led to concern that the major firms will be able
to iestrict the development of alternative energy
sources.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION

Akational Energy Plan can be built only,on a founda-
tion of 'partnership and understanding among the Federal
Govermaptl.the states, local governments, and the
nation's Indian tribes, which regulate or own a sub--
stantial"part of U.S. energy resources.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The general strategy of the National-Energy Plan
reflects the tenorlof'comments received from the
public during the preparation.of the Plan. As .

a general matter, members of the public who expressed
views preferred voluntary to regulatory measures,
though not uniformly so. The public placed strong
emphasii on cohservation, stockpiling of oil to
reduce vulnerability, and development of solar ener-
gy and other renewable or essentially inexhaustible
resources. The. Federal Governtent will sponsor

_4-- Additional town meetings and other public,events
to encourage-c zen comment on national energy
policy.

Schools can el, young poeple understand the energy
probl t and develop the conservation ethic.

(emphasis ours)
."

THE FUTURE BEYOND 1985

The United States will need to pursue research
and development on all promising options to determine
whether 'any of theirOttn fill the..petroleum gap.
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